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The King and Queen rn Norwich. 
By Walter Scott, 30 Queen'• Road, Norwich. 
o-nAY the 29th of October, rich with 
autumn sunshine in the Capital of the 
King's native County, Norwich, at an 
early hour people are moving towards 
the i\larkct Place, in ever incre.1sing 
numbers, for to-day the King i~ corning to open the 
New City Hall in Norwich anU the Queen i:- com-
ing with the King. To find a lrke honour as this 
Norwich ha, to ~Parch hi ... ton· as far b~ck as the 
reign of Charles I I, became ur;til to-da\· Charles was 
the last monarch to favuur Norwich with an official 
visit accompanied by his Gracious Consort. 
Norwich 1\'larket Place where the citizens are 
foregathering is a large rectangular space elegantly 
tiled and now forming a part of the Civic centre of 
the city, and it slopes down11ard from a terrace-
garden of great artistic merit adjoining the promen-
ade in front of the new City Hall. 
Hanging at the moment from a glistening flag 
pole at each end of the terrace is a banner OJ red 
and guld silk which bears the ancient Arms of 
Norwich, while at a commanding place within the 
garden on the terrace gleams a chaste and solemn 
stone Monument to the gallant sons of Norwich 
who fell in the Great \:Var. Above this setting of 
beauty, which is tinged with tender solemnity, 
towers the new City Hall, a magnificent modern 
structure of grey brick built at a cost of £250,000, 
And drooping down the facade of the Hall now, 
fastened to poles set at right angles to the building, 
are red and gold pennants alternately spaced with 
red and white pennants which, with a gold and red 
draped dais and a gold and red balcony above, 
dispel all traces of severity and conform the building 
completely to the spirit qf the occasion. 
Adequately to describe the beauty and utility of 
this vast and costly structure would entail the use 
of very much more space than is available just now, 
consequently but a few only of the many important 
outside features can be mentioned. 
The building-which over a main frontage of 
somethin~ like three hundred feet-stands five 
stories h1gh, and has at the north side a suitably 
designed square sectioned tower which ri!.'es to a 
ht:ight of 185 feet abov<- the .<>treet level, and which 
is smmounterl by a bell chamber where is hung a 
bell which weighs close on three tons, and which 
wurks in conjunction with a clock situated at an 
altitude in the tower from 11 here it can be seen from 
nearly all parts of the city. Thi s clock is electrically 
operated and i!' four-faud, having a dial 14 feet 
diameter showin~ on each side of the tom.:r. 
The bell at the top of the tower, working in con-
junction 11ith the clock. sounds in deep tunes the 
hours of the day as they ar• ive. 
On the front of the Hall above the first floor, 
extending nearly the whole length of the building, 
is a balcony on which rests at il'i centre six round 
stone columns which ,.upport a rna:-.si,·c stone canopy 
projecting from the top of the building. 
He neath this colonnade are the three bronze doors 
at the main entrance which c.trry tS placques depict-
ing tpi,.;odes ir. the history and industry of Norwich. 
Leadmg from the promenade in front to the doors 
are stone steps, which are flanked to the north and 
south by a bronze heraldic lion which add consider· 
able attraction to what is a very imposing entrance. 
The City Ilall. standing above the terrace and 
garden in which is centered with an unobtrusi\'e 
consciousness the sil.::nt but potent \\"ar i\lcrnorial, 
supply a background to Norwich Market Place 
unusually rich in modern grandeur; but this was 
not intended to complete the beauty of the scene, 
consequently the lay out of the City's civic centre 
allowed for the flanking of the market square by 
two priceless e.xamples of old architecture. and the 
north is bounded by lhe ancient Guildhall, a facin-
ating structure dating from the 15th Century, which 
exhibits a fine example of decorative flint work on 
its exterior. And amongst many noteworthy fea· 
tures inside has a perfect Tudor court which, with 
unbroken continuity, has been used as the City's 
Council Chamber for soo years. 
At the opposite flank of the Market Place, stand-
ing on a slight prominence is St. Peter's Mancroft 
Church dating from the 15th century. This church 
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possesses many beautifully designed windows, and 
attracts much attention from visitors to Norwich. 
Having regard to the inestimable value of these 
two old classic structures, and the modern decora-
tive material which the centre contains, it is pro-
bable that the designers of this remodele:l portion 
of Norwich !1ave succeeded in presenting a scene of 
beauty and interest unsurpassed by that of any other 
Municipal Centre in Britain. Much of the reflective 
character has been imported into the lay-out by a 
remarkable symbolic aspect, as for example the rela-
tion of the new to the old-a trait always found in 
successful democratic government-and i:he friendly 
intercourse of religion with British ci\'iC administra-
tion is symbolized by the presence in the scheme of 
the old and graceful church dedicated in the name 
of St. Peter. 
In this view we are conscious that many windows 
which give an outlook towards the City Hall are 
filled with people, and that roofs of shops and houses 
arc lined with spectators anxious to see the King 
and Queen. 
For a moment this vast concourse monopolizes 
our attention. but presently we awake to the appeal 
of structural features within the view and note 
the varied and interesting examples of architecture 
embodied in buildings which face us. and which 
stand beyond the thoroughfare passing the far side 
of the Market Place, and we also become intrigued 
by a well preserved house which probably has come 
down from an early date in the 17th century, and 
which abuts the southern side of the Market Place. 
And we recognize Norwich Castle is displayed to 
great advantage before us, standing as it does in the 
THE KING AND QUEEN LE.o\.Vl~G THE CITY HALL. 
l<.epooduced hy CQurte"y of the "Ea,tern D~ily Pr~s•," Nor .. i<·h. 
\Ve pass now from the ivlarket Place to St. Peter's 
Street,the promenade running north and south above 
the terrace and leading past the front of the City 
HalL It is from here we arc to s~e the arrival of 
the King and Queen. 
From this position we are able to note the fresh 
and joyous faces of the 1,000 children who, close in 
front of us, are occupying scats on terraces under 
canopies of blue and white at either side of the main 
entrance of the II all. 
The~e children were chosen by vote of their 
school fellows from the various schools of Norwich 
to witness the opening Ceremony. 
It is early yet, and we turn to survey in panorama 
the gathering crowd which fills at this stage the 
vast rectangle embracing the l\'larket Place and 
adjoining thoroughfares. 
Lack-ground and dominating the scene with its 
massive grey box-shaped form built in Norman 
style on the summit of an ancient mound of per-
plexing origin. 
These features gi\'e a rare and interesting char-
acter to that portion of Norwich which is opposite 
the front of the City HalL 
At 1 1.30 a.m. we take our seats in front of the 
City Hal\, and the amplifier which has entertained 
us by rendering music during the la~t half hour, 
now enlivens the surroundings with a jig, which 
colours the happy occasion with an atmosphere of 
light-heartedness borrowed from the merry spirit of 
Eire. This frolicsome music stops, and the sweet 
bewithing strains of "r..•Ien of Harlech" fills the air. 
When this strain ceases we turn to watch the Lord 
Mayor's procession as it emerges from the north end 
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of the Hall and slowly moves in picturesque detail 
to the old Guildhall not far down the sloping drive 
in front, there to await the arrival of the King and 
Queen. 
This historic moment is charged with sentimental 
reflection, as now the last great honour in a long 
succession of grand events, during its 500 years of 
history, is about to take place in this beautiful :tnd 
mellowed shrine where the names of men whose 
work for England is recorded in the history of the 
p10gress of Local Government in Norwich. 
\Ve again become irHerested in the amplified 
music which is still regaling, but our attention is 
drawn to another episode as there breaks upon the 
scene an exhilarating splash of martial pageantry, 
when the Fourth Royal Norfolks, the Guard of H on-
our, with fix ~::d bayonets ~!eaming in the sunlight, 
arms sloped and b-:aring the King's colours, 
march past. 
The King's car enters St. Peter's Street now from 
St. Giles Street, followed by cars in which ride their 
Majesties entourage, turns to the left and slowly 
moved down to the entrance of the old Guildhall 
where the Lord Mayor, Councillor Charles Walling, 
J.P., with other city dignitaries and officials are in 
attendance to recei\·e their Majesties. The band 
ceases playing, and a fanfare of trumpets sounds as 
the King's car halts. 
Amidst vociferous cheering the King alights full 
of vigour, His face bronzed and glowing expresses 
an over-flowing genially which instantly captures 
the imagination and inh1ses a joy of spirit into all 
who see him. 
Following His Majesty the Queen alights, diffus· 
ing a graciousness exclusively Her Majesty's, which 
gives consumation to the pleasure of the waiting 
thousands. 
Having received Their Majesties, the Lord Mayor 
li.M.S. "REPULSE " WHICH WILL CO:-IVEY THEIR MAJESTIES TO NEWFOUNDLAND 
IN JUNE, •939· LEAVIKG TOPSAIL BAY SEPTEMBER 21ST, •924. 
\Ve are stirred and praise this brilliant spectacle, 
as we stand to 5alute the colours which are paraded 
only when Royalty are present. 
After this we again take up the plea.<>ant mood of 
reAection, but not for long, because the massive 
hands of the Town Hall clock have moved by this 
time very near to the marking place of noon: and 
noon is the moment when the King and Queen, 
who were received at the City Boundary at 11.45 a.m. 
by the Lord Lieutenant of Norfolk (Russell James 
Colman, Esq., J.P.) will arrive at the City Hall. 
We notice the JXllice are already moving the 
crowds. which are on St. Giles Street, into line, 
The great clock in the tower st rikes the first note 
of 12 noon, and the band plays the first bar of "God 
Save the King." \Ve stand, the band continues to 
play" God Save the Ki ng," and the clock keeps on 
striking in measured sequence its noontide toll. 
asks leave to present the Lady Mayoress and other 
distinguished personages whom Their Majesties 
graciously accept; and the Lord Mayor invites the 
King and Queen to inspect the ancient Council 
Chamber where 1\'layors and Lord Mayors ha\'e 
been elected in the Guildhall since 1403. 
T he following i~ the order in which the Proces-
sion, which is strikingly beautiful in much medieval 
show, has been formed. and is now proceeding from 
the Guildhall to the 'War Memorial-the King and 
Queen having concluded their inspection of the old 
Council Chamber:-
T he St. George's Mace (crystal). 
T wo Castle Maces (crystal). 
Two Gilt Maces. 
The Swurd of State, the only Sword of State 
carried in Civic Regalia outside London. 
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The Chief Constable. 
The Town Clerk, Wigged and Gowned. 
The Recorder, in Wig and Gown (J udgcs). 
THEIR MAJESTIES TilE Klt\G A:'\ I) Ql ~I::N. 
The Lord Mayor in black and gold Robe, and 
wearing the massive gold Chain of Office and car-
rying the Tricorn llat of State. 
With the Lord Mayor is the Lady Mayoress. 
The i\linister in attendance (Sir Samuel l loare), 
The Lady in \\'aiting, the assishnt Private Stecre-
tary and Equiry. 
His Maje~ty's Lieutenant for Norfolk. 
The Sheriff in Purple Robe and wearing the 
Chain of Office. 
The Deputy Lord Mayor in Scarlet Robe. 
General Officer Commanding 54th East Anglian 
Division. 
Officer Commanding 163rd Infantry Brigade(T.A.) 
This pageant of irresistible beauty halts before 
the \Var Memorial and stands there in reverent 
mien; the King alone stepping forward lays a wreath 
on this hallowed token to the Heroic Dead. 
Leaving the \Var 1\.lemorial Their Majesties in-
spect the ex-service men and youth organization:. 
paraded on the Market Place beneath the terrace. 
The King and Queen here show intere!'.t and ask 
many questions. not only of the cx·service men, but 
also of the Health and Beauty League whose repre-
sentative detachment certainly an:: \\Orthy of the 
organization':. ambitious name. 
Their Majesties havin~ completed the inspection, 
the Procession procccdcs to the !iOuth-cast corner of 
the City Hall; one verse of tht National Anthem is 
sung by the school children in accompaniment with 
the Band of the 4th Battalion Royal ~orfolk Re-
giment ( LA.). 
His Majesty here inspects the Guard of Honour, 
and then the Procession proceeds to the foot of the 
steps leading to the City !!all where the Lord Mayor 
asks leave to present to Their Majesties-Alderman 
Sir Ernest \~'hite, J.P., Councillor E. S . Blake, 
Alderman H. Frazer, J.P., Councillor B. Cannell, 
Herbert P. Gowen, Esq., J.P., Mrs. J. H. Barnes, 
Mrs. H. Harper-Smith, Lady White, Mrs. E. S. 
Blake, Mrs. H. Fraser, 1\lrs. B. Cannell, 1\.lrs. Colman, 
Mrs. Pollock, Mr. C. II. James. A.R.A, F.R.l.B.A., 
and Mr. S. Rowland Pierce, F.R.I.B.A., the Archi-
tects of the building; l\lr. Rbt. Atkin!'On, F.R.I.B.A., 
the Assessor of the Architectural Competition and 
the Architect for the layout of the l\larket. 
DA IS. 
C. II. James, S. R. Pierce, Senior Military Equerry 
Officer, Councillor E. S. Blak~, Robt. Atkinson. 
H. l\1. Lieutenant Sheriff for Norfolk, Assistant 
Private Secretary, Minister in Attendance, 
Lady-in-\VSii~n~,m~~P~\t,>;1i~~rd Mayor, 
Town Clerk, Recorder, Lord Mayor, Lady Mayoress:, 
Lord Bishop. 
T11E KING AND QuEEN. 
Proceeding up the steps the Royal Party enters 
the Dais, and immediately the Royal Standard is 
unfurled on the City I fall. 
\Ve now witness a very ancient and intert!sting 
custom as the Lord 1\.la vor tenders the Sword of 
State to His l\lajcsty. ' 
The Lord Mayor here asks permission for the 
Town Clerk to read the Loyal Address of the Cor· 
poration, and His Majesty having granted this the 
Town Clerk reads:-
"The Loyal Address of the Lord Mayor, Alder· 
men and Citizens of the City of Norwich. 
"To H is Most Gracious 1\lajesty King George VI. 
"May it please Your Majesty: 
"\Ve-the Lord l\1ayor, Sheriff. Aldermen and 
Citizens ol the City and County of Norwich, extend 
to Your Majesty and to Your Royal Consort a loyal 
and heartfelt welcome to our ancient City. 
"The Citizens remember with pleasure Your 
Majesty's a'>sociations with the County of Norfolk, 
of which Norwich is the capital City. 
.. On numerouo:; occasions this City has been hon-
oured by visits from the reigning Sovereign, but 
throughout its history no Sovt!rcign head has been 
more warmly welcome tlnn is Your Majesty to-day. 
"Follo\\ing the example of Your tl.lajesty's fore-
bears in the interest j';hown b~ them in this city and 
it, welbre. Your i\lajc.~ty has gra('iou:.ly consented 
to open the nt'w City I Ltll which has bf'cn erected 
to provide for the need~ of the civic administration 
of the City. taking the place of I\ I unicipal offices 
which-owing to the p•ogre:.s and dt!vdopment of 
Local Government-had become inadequate and 
unsuitable for the purpo,;e. 
'' \Ve desire respectfully to express our deep grati-
tude for the honour t.:onferrcd upon our City by Your 
Maje,;ty in consenting to perform the opening cere-
mony, and to offer to Jler 1\.hjesty the Queen our 
humble and grateful thanks for Her gracious pre-
sence here to-day. 
"We tender to Your Majesty our loyalty, and 
earnestly desire that Your !\lajesty may long con· 
tinue to reign in health and happiness, and in peace 
and prosperity. 
"Given under the Corpor:~te Seal of the Lord 
Mayor, Aldermen and Citizens of the City of 
Norwich. this 29th of October, 1938, in the 
presence of 
CHARLES \VATLING, Lord Mayor; 
]. H. BARNES, Sheciff; 
BERNARD D. STOREY, Town Clerk." 
I laving finished reading The Loyal Address the 
Town Clerk hands it to the Lord Mayor who 
presents it to His Majesty. The King in firm and 
clear voice, now reads the following reply :-
" I thank you, my Lord l\layor, for the loyal 
~~:ns d~:Pf;~~~u~~;de~;; th:·l,~ear~~heeof th0ed w!l~~a;;: 
accorded to us by the people of Norwich, and we 
or · 
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are especially happy to be in the capital of my 
native county on so important a day in its history. 
The people of this ancient city have go\·erned 
themselves by their rcprcsentati\•es for many cen-
turies, and great a1e the traditions which they inherit. 
"As the scope of the services admimstered by 
local authorities has widened. Norwich has not failed 
to live up to those traditions, and, as a county 
borough, it has played a prominent part in the 
achievements of local government during the last 
fifty years. 
"The provision of this fine building shows the 
determination of the citizens of Norwich that these 
local services, elosely afft'cting in many ways the 
lives of the people, shall be efficiently administered, 
and that the City I !all, the centre of civic life shall 
be worthy of the past and equal to the demand of 
the present and the future. 
"1 congratulate you on the completion of this 
fine building, which I now declare open, and I trust 
that it will prow the centre of an administration 
which will play a large part in bringing health and 
happiness to the people of Norwich." 
The Right Rev. the Lord Bi~hop of Non"ich 
(Dr. Bertram Pollock. K.C.V.O), having offered a 
dedicatory prayer, the Architects receiving !lis 
Majesty's accent present to H is Majesty as a sou-
venir of the occasion a Ceremonial Batton with 
which His Maje~ty will knock at the door and de-
clare the building open. At this moment a charm-
ing episode inten·ene . ..; \\"htn \\!iss Fenella Cushing, 
the Lord 1\"layor's grand-daughter, presents a 
bouquet of carnati••ns and lilies of the valley to the 
Queen which Her l\lajesty smilingly accepts and 
shakes hands with r-. I is, Cu:-;hing. 
The King going to the door now knock.,; with the 
Baton and declares the Hall open. 
A fanfare of trumpets heralds the King's declara-
tion, and while the notes of music are reverberating 
through space, the doors swing open and the King 
and Queen, the Lord l\layor and Lady 11ayorc~s. 
the Architects and other me"Tlbers of the party on 
the Dais enter. 
The Ceremonial Batton presC'nted to the King 
by the Architects is of lignum vitae, Sl:rmounted by 
a castle and lion in silver and has inscribed on two 
bands of silver-
" Presented to His Majesty King George VI.'' 
at the opening of the new City Hall, Norwich, by 
the Architects-C. II. James, A.R.A, F.R.I.B. :-\ ., 
and S. Rowland Pierce, F. R.I. B.A., 29th October, 
1938. Ornamenting the base of the hatton are two 
silver bands with engra\·ed design. 
At this point we become interested watchers of 
the various Organizations on parade as they move 
from their positions and march past the City I fall, 
the interior of which the King and Queen are in-
specting, but suddenly find ourselves spectators of 
one of the most captivating incidents in the Cere-
mony, when the King and Queen appear on the 
balcony with the Lord Mayor to the right of the 
King and the Lady Mayoress to the left of the 
Queen. 
Their 1lajesties presence on the balcony electrifies 
the whole situation into a festival of loyalty and 
beauty. The Queen carrying the bouquet of carna-
tions and lilie:. gives this thrilling scene a spell-
binding loveliness inexpressible in words so rich is 
it in n~diant Royal charm. 
After viewing the inspiring scene of cheering 
thousands stretching before them, the Royal Party 
reenter the building to continue the inspection. 
We await, but not for long, the pealing of the 
bells of St. Peter's Church in mighty dang coincid-
ing with the Royal Salute as Their Majcsttes depart 
for St. Andrew's !!all to lunch there with the Lord 
Mayor and Lady Mayoress, and more than three 
hundred guests. 
While the Royal Party are lunching we repair to 
Carrow Road football ground, where Mill wall meet 
Norwich City this afternoon, and the King will be 
present to see the kick off. making a precedent 
since this will be the first time that League football 
has been so honoured by any king. 
The stands are filling up rapidly as we enter the 
ground, and it is evident that the patruns of the 
sport in Norwich intend to give the Ki ng an enthu-
siastic welcome. 
T o the right of the Grand Stand on the field, the 
Band in precise formation await the signal from 
their Conductor who stands on a portable platform 
near the centre of the ground. And in front of the 
main entrance drawn up at right angles to the 
grand stand, at distance of about 25 yards, are 
standing at attention the two teams fa"cing each 
other at a di~tance of about six paces. 
Millwall in blue and white colours have taken 
the left position, leaving Norwich to form to the 
right. where they star.d in their striking colours of 
green and yello\\'. 
A battery of press photographers two ranks deep, 
the front rank kneeling and rear rank standing take 
up a position extending across the space inten·ening 
between the farther flanks of the teams. 
A fanfare of trumpets announce the arrival of the 
King. The Conductor near the centre of the 
ground raises his hatton, the bandsmen get ready, 
the Condnctor's hatton drops, and as the first notes 
of the Anthem rises from the instruments all who 
arc sitting stand, and, with the Band leading, the 
whole 2t,ooo spectators join together in singing-
"God Save T he King,'' at the moment that !lis 
Majesty passes through the entrance to the ground. 
Cheering takes the place of music while ?-.I ill wall 
playe_rs are_ being presented to the King; but now 
as Hts l\1ajesty turns to the Norwich team, the 
spectators in spontaneous unison sing .. He's a Jolly 
Good Fellow," and continue this jovial melody until 
Norwich team has been presented, and His l\lajesty 
with glowing face proceeds to his scat to watch 
the play. 
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\:Vhile the King is at the football ground the 
Queen, who proceeded to Norfolk and Norwich 
Hospital, after lunch opened the Geoffrey Colman 
Memorial there, a maternity wing which has been 
added to the llospital by Mr. and l\lrs. Russell 
Colman as a memorial to their elder son Captain 
Geoffrey Colman. 
The Queen who was received at the Hospital by 
the Chairman of the Board of Management was 
accompanied by the Lord Lieutenant of Norfolk, 
Lady Hin:le, Lady in Waiting; Captain Adeanc, 
the Assistant Private Secretary, The Lady 
Mayoress, Mrs. Watling; l\lrs. j. H. Barnes, !\Irs. 
Harper-Smith. 
After the Lord Bishop of Norwich had offered a 
dedicatory prayer. and the Chairman of the Board 
of Management made a short address, Mr. Colman 
expressed his gratitude to the Queen for con,;enting 
to open the wing. 
The key of the wing was presented to the Queen 
by David Colman, eldest son of the late Captain 
Geoffrey Colman, and Her Majesty declared the 
wing open, and went on tour of this new building. 
Shortly afterwards the Q.1een. hadng signtd the 
Hospital Visitors Book. leTt tn join the K1ng at the 
Lac\<;' Club, where Iii" i\lajtstv harl proceeded from 
the Carrow Road Football Gr,mnd. 
Norwich Lads' Club, which Their i\hjesties join 
in inspecting. j,., a rcm:~.rkab'e in:-.titution, the mem· 
bership of which is open fret: of all charge or expense 
to every lad in Norwich; and as h)tmder and Choir· 
man of thi:-. succe:-;~ful venture the Chief Constable 
of Norwich (Mr. J. II. Dain) to·day presented to 
Their Majtsties a number of the Club's ardent sup· 
porters during Their Majesties visit to the Club. 
\\'hile touring the premises the King and Queen 
inspected the new King Geor,.;:e V. Memorial Hall 
which they admired, and the Queen ~hawed a keen 
interest in the lay·out of the gymnasium and boxing 
ring, as seen from the balcony which houses the 
Club's library. Their Majesties also inspected and 
admired the lecture hall, band room, canteen, and 
bathroom. 
The King and Queen on leaving the Lads' Club 
procet!dcd to the lo.lutual Service Club, Their Ma· 
jesties final engagement. 
Their Majesties arrived at the ~lutual Service 
Club at J.so, accompanied by Sir Samuel Hoare, 
the Queen's Lady in Waiting, the King's Equerry 
and Assistant Private Secretary, the Chief Constable 
of Norwich, the Chief Constable of Norfolk, the 
Lord Lieutenant and l\'lrs. Colman, the Lord Mayor, 
the Lady Mayoress, the Sheriff and l\Irs. Barnes, 
the Deputy Lord Mayor and Mrs. l larper-Smith, 
the Recoder, and the T own Clerk. 
Their to.lajcsties were enthusiastically received by 
the member~. the members' wives and their children 
who cheered from the windows of the club and from 
the lorccourt. 
The King and Queen were received by Sir Ernest 
\Vhite, Chairman, and after the Queen had been 
vc~cntcd with a beautiful bouquet from the Club, 
with tartan ribbon, the Kin~ and Queen toured the 
pr<!mises chatting freely with membtrs, all of whom 
arc uncmploycJ. 
A" Their Majesties ldt the Club the orchestra 
rendered " Rule Brit annia." 
!laving completed this engagement, Their l\laj· 
esties proct:eded via Uen.:ham Road en route for 
Sand ring ham. 
During the evening the Lord l\byor received the 
following telegram lr.lLll the King:-
" Tbe Queen and I greatly e11jo;ed our visit to Norwich 
lc·lay. We mucb appredated your holpihlity and admir· 
ab!e arrangements made for our reception Please convey 
to your fellow citizens our greatful thanks for the loyal 
· and friendly welcome which they gave us." 
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!'lew Railway Gars Ready for Service 
CWO new sleeping cars, "St. George" and "T>lfillingate'' and a ne11• diner. product• of the National Steel C.tr Company, 
llamilto~, OnLario, have recentlY been r ec~iv~d by 111e 
~ewfouadland Railway. These three c.an. l'l!!.elher with 
the compartment car '· B.i.tol" which operated as a sac·ion cf 
the" Overland Limited" lut season, will form part of the ''Over· 
land Limited" durin~:: the coming sea,on. Tne three new cars 
are each 54 feet long. 8 feet 6 inch~s wide. and 12 feet 6 inches 
hich. They are built wirh a turde back ro<of, the fir~t of that 
kind on a11y cars in ;.Jewfoundla.,d. and this roof gi\·es increased 
head ro::Jm, pHticularly at each side of the c.u. 
The sleeping cars have not only a very attractive colour ~cheme 
iA interior finish and uphol,t,ry but are p!Jnned a lirtle diff~r· 
ently. The woodwork i~ of medrum dark mahogany, with the 
seats upholstered in mohair, the shades behg a mixture of 
fawn, red and brown, a11d with carpet 011 the floor of matchrnc 
shades. Two venrilawrs are placed in the roof with an electric 
fan at each end of the car. The heatin~ sysu:m is thermo-
statically controlled sn that pa~sengers will not suffer from I'X· 
treme beau as they have done in the past. The thermostat 
will be set and when the thermometer rises to the setting it will 
automatically cut off. The lighti11e fixtures are of the latest for 
pullman, namely luminator li(htin~ aad ~ive a very soft li;ht. 
Each of the li!':hting fixtures h~~ a revolving shade and passen· 
j!.ers at night 11·ill be able to adju•t the amount of light n:qui•ed. 
The drawing mom is planned diJhrt'nLly. having the washroom 
at the left entrance. iaside the main door, but enclostd by a 
sliding door. The extra space at the n:ar is thrown iuto the 
ladies' room, which r11~kes it much larger than those of any of 
the other sl•eping cars. The men's wa~IJTC)()m i~ furnhht:d with 
seats and chairs which are uphoLstered in green leathn and all 
Lhe washing fixtures are of stainl.-ss steel. 
The dining car is upholstered in ere~n leather with the SJme 
luminator lighting as the s!eepine cars, "''ith the window shades' 
colgur scheml:' of fawn and red. It ha' roof ventil3tors and four 
of the latest type electric falls. The p~ntry is well laid out with 
fixtures of srainless sted and an arrangement forcarrvt"g ice 
cream. The kitch~n contains a stullt: desrgned b1 the N.ai lway, 
with lockers of the l:ne~t ref rig .. ration type. In th~ centre of thl! 
roof of the kitchen is an exhau,t fan which w•ll eliruinate all 
smoke and o.:iouu no: onlr from the kitchen but also fron1 the 
dining car its~:lf. The lockers in the kttchen are of porclai• 
enamel. The placing of th•;e tluee CHS on the road in th• 
coming season will most certainly make for the added comfort 
of the travelling public. 
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NEIV ACCO~ntOD.ITIONS 0:-J "0\'ERLAND LDIITED." 
Interior views of the new Railway cars" Twillingatc" and "St. George." Top, the interior 
of the new -;]eeping car. Below, an interior view of the new diner. 
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Newfoundland Enters Into Chain of Radio 
Telephone Users. 
Two-Way Conversation Carried Out Successfully With Ottawa, Montreal, 
Grimsby, and St. John's-Gen. Manager C. B. C. Reports Reception 
In Canada Perfect- Ceremony Broadcast Through Canada. 
Seated before ~ micropho~" ir1 G()vernm""nt Hou~e, His Excellency the Governor is shown abot·e as he 
conducted hi'> conver~ati.)n wit~ I hs Excelll'ncy Lord Twenlsmuir, Govetnnr-Geru:ral of Canada. 
i l'hoto- Engoa•·ing by ~o urte•y of llaily Ncwo. l 
}IT 7-45 p.m., January to, a bro:ulca.-.t opening 
the Canada- :"Jet\ loundland TclcpiJt.ne Service 
took place fwm Got·crnrnent House and was 
concluded at 8 p.m., and following the inauguration 
of the service Hi!-. E);cellcncy the Governor and 
Lady \\'alwyn entertained the following guests at 
dinner: Captain Schwerdt, Private Secretary; Lt.-
Com Dicken, A .D.C.: lion. ]. C. Puddester, Deputy 
Chairman of Commission of Government; l-I on. J. 
H. Penson, Commi:-;sioner for Finance; l ion . ]. .r\. 
\Vinter. Commissicner for Home Affairs; Sir \\'m. 
Horwo0d, Chief Ju~;ticc; ~Jr-;. Sch\\erdt, I lis \\'or-
ship ;\layor Ccrnell, ~Jr. J-1. B. Quartan, Consul 
General for United States; ~lr. Geoffrey Milling, 
President of the Board of Trade; l\1 r. H. ]. Russell, 
General :\Tanager of the Railway; 1\lr. C. E. llunt, 
K.C.. Lt.-Col. Uuterbridge, 1\lr. C. !\lcK. Harvey, 
l ion.). S. Currie, l\Jr. C. E. A. Jeffery, Mr. J. D. 
Cameron, 1\lr. G. D. Frazer, :\ l r. R. 1\1. Brophy, 1\lr. • 
L. Stanley Payne. 
I\lr. Willmot, announcer for the Canadian Broad-
ca~ting Corporation, opened the broadcast. 
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RECEIVES NEW YEAR'S HONOUR. 
HIS WORSHIP MAYOR ANDREW G. CARNELL 
who bas been made a Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire 
(Civil Division) in the New Year's Honour.' List conferred by His Majesty the King. 
BY the honour which has been accorded ~layor Carnell by !l is i\ laje..ty the King in confer-
ring upon him the !\lost Excellent Order of 
Commander of the British Empire, the City of St. 
Joh n's has also reason to feel gratified that the im-
proveme nts which it has effected in its ci\'iC afhirs 
has been so conspicuously recognized. 
T o the Mayor himself the honour comes ""' a 
fitting reward of service faithfully, enthusia...,tical!y 
and e fficien tly re nde red. D uring: the eight years in 
which he has filled the mayoral chair, St. John's has 
witnessed ma ny marked improvements in its appear-
ance an d in matters relating to its adm ini!'.tration. 
La rgely due to the Mayor's persistent efforts, the 
heavy tax im posed upon the City, following the fire 
of 1S92, has been very materially reduced. T he 
method of st reet surfacing has undergone a revolu· 
tionary change to corre~pond to the change that has 
taken place in vehicular traffic. As the resu lt of 
modern mt:thods of snow clearing, winte r conditions 
no longer pre<;ent insuperable obstacles to the use of 
motor vt:hicle~. The fire haza rds attendant upo n 
inadequate supplif:s of \rater have been markedly 
reduced. An improved !'>)'Stem of sanitation has a ll 
but remO\'ed the anachronism of th!! night cart. T he 
recreation grounds for children have been consider-
ably extended, and in various othe r ways S t. John's 
has been undergoing a process of modernizat ion . As 
a recogn ition of the pe rsona l service wh ich Mayor 
Carnell has rendered in these matters, the conferring 
upon him of the British Empire O rder meets with the 
fullest s.1.tisfaction by the entire body of citizens. 
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Harbour Grace History. 
Chapter Twenty-One. 
By W. A. Munn. 
HE town of Harbour Grace in the Eighties was a 
lively place, and had to'ery rrason to be called 
the second City of Newfoundland. 
We have seen it burnt down on several occa-
sions, but always recovering with proe;ressive 
Yisions for still e;reater success. 
What wonderful chuges hacl occurred in Conception Bay 
since the development of the Seat Fishery early in •Soo. 
The rivalry amid the early seulen of Conception Bay in the 
building of vessels with the fearless prosecution amid the 
Arctic ice Roes had set a pace for the whole country, and was 
the foundation for a race of men that were selected when I'Xpe-
ditions were sent to the Arctic circle, and brought success to 
Many of t hose who lived through the exciting times of the 
eighties when Conception Bay put such viior and determinatio• 
into this industry have eadorsed what I said, and sent me 
further particulars, which give a faithful account of what \\'as 
being done to extend the trade of Newfoundland. 
In additio:~ tO the list mentioned in our la5t chapter of those 
prosecutin& the Bank fi•hery we find;-
C~ROONE~R -john Rorke had the schooner "Snowbird," 
Mulcahl!)', Master, Duff & Balmer had th~ schr." Henry West" 
and •· Oleander." Schr. •· Ocean Friend," E. Penney, Master, 
was lost on thf" Virgin Rocks in 1887 with all hands. Scb.r. 
•· Argonaut," Tuchcrson, Master; schr. ;, Raymond," E. Penney, 
A NEWFOUNDLAND BANK FISIIING SCHOON!tl< 
l'llotobyliro/llauno.ler 
these enterprises. The Admirals of the Briti5h tltet have 
selected our Naval Reserve for difficult feats, and Lord Haig 
has pronounced our soldien, "B~uer tha~:~ the Be,t." 
The development of the Labrador fishery was a ,e:reat 
auxiliary to our Shore and Bank fisheries, particulars of which 
..:e have given in recent chapters. 
The efhrts to impro\'e the sta>Jdard of our products and find 
new markets were meeting with good success, but the great 
!roubles that our merchants had in the :\lediterranean markets 
where the bulk of our salt codfi>h is sold was the nightmare of 
French bounties, that they could not : et over. The competi-
tion with the bounty led St. Pierre fish was ruininr; them. The 
balance sheet of every exporter in Newfoundland \\'liS getting 
worse and worse every year. T hey had fou&:ht like nojans to 
get the" Bait Act," and were successful. That helped to limit 
tbe supply, but }''ranee set the price that must eventually bring 
ruin to the Country. T his was predicted by the: French them-
selvu, and why the Briti~h Government attemptetl to aid them 
is still a conundrum. 
Master; "schr. "Dart." D.ln. Connelley, Master. Penney 
Bros.hadtbescbr."Orion," J. Davis, Master; schr. "A.W. 
Dodd," II. Pike, MJster. Tucker & Cameron had the schts. 
"Mary Voune;" and" Pet." B. T. II . Gould, bad the schr. 
'' Barbaronic," G . Dean, Master. Tnere were two other schrs. 
out of Carbonear, "Spink," W. Ro:<siter, Master, and" Mp;tlc," 
James Rossiter, Master. 
BRtGUS.-john & Georc:e Rabhitts. schr. "Florence Silver," 
Lacey, Master ; John & George Smith, schr. "Sherbrooke," 
Sam Edwards, Master. 
The Augus t (ja le, 1887, on the R• nkt. 
The following is hom an eye witness :-
Th.at ni,ht I experienced what it meant to ride on the ocean 
in a storm of wind. I never felt a vessel tremble under my feet 
to compare with it. Our riding .sail blew away in strips. O nly 
some shreds of can\"U and the ropr- 1\"U remaining oa the 
mainmast. The Captain called all hands to sl.ack a way some 
cable. It was a perilous job. We had a steam tarred 10 incb 
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manila cable. This cable had bedded itself in a spruce welted 
windlass. My watch was from 4 to 5 a.m. Daylight was 
breaking when the cable parted. It gave such a spring that l 
thour;ht it had parted just outside the hawse pipe, but it had 
broken about one hundred fathoms from the vessel. The 
Captain called us to hoist away the double rttfed foresail. We 
loosened it, but ilad it only a few feet up the mast whe<1 the 
upper lace lines burst, and the sail blew away from the gaff. 
We drifted away over the eastern end of the Grand B.mk. On 
the •sth of Septemher we m~t another \'tssel, who told us that 
'II'C: had been given up for lost. 
Many readers have asked what was tbe reason for the decline 
in trade at Harbour Grace when such an active bu~iness was 
being done. It was u plain a' could be to tbose who under-
stood things properly. It was the French bountie~ that were 
ruining the country. The fhh caught by the French at St. 
Pierre were getting equal to sixty per cent (6oVC~) of it~ value 
from their Gcwernment for all th:t.t they sold out-ide of France. 
They kept undersdling the Newfoundlanders, and made the 
.. 
The French recognize it themselves. A recent article in '' Le 
Matin" the leading Paris journal calls these bounties "A stupid 
French Polic," creating enormous losses, whkh their popula-
tion has to pay to give cheaper food to foreign countries than 
they can get in any other way. 
Some ol the Harbour Grace Captains. 
Capt. Henry Thomey was such an inveterate seal-killer, 
that he often asked, that a Marble Whitecoat be placed over 
his tombstone. It was such a beautiful wish that when he 
passed away a small stuffed seal was sent to the famous marble 
quarries at Leghorn, giving them a model, but although such 
famous statuary comes from there, they bad to admit they could 
not fill the order. 
Another Italian story comes from Capt. Walker, !'.'ho when 
visiting Italy in his vessel wished to brioc back a correct 
p1inting of her. He was not satisfied to have Mount Vuuvius 
in tht: background, he wanted hi~ vessel p~inted in the ice 
catching seals. This the artist had to decline, as there was no 
ice to be tound in the Mediteranean, and he did not know what 
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price so low, that it wa~ draining the life bloo•l out of the 
country. Our own loc1l p'llitical je~lou~ies becan:~e int~n~e. 
All must ren1en1b~r the slogan-" Down with the Merchant~"­
and ..-ho started it. The merchants were fighting for their 
very existence again.~! the French bountie~. and in~tead of all 
pulling together for the j!OOd of the counuy, we founrl unscru-
pulous politicia~3 who had no· bing to lose, but who were 
•eeking place and pay starting this class cry, .,.hich hastened 
the crash of the Banks. 
These French bounties are at the root of our troubln to-day. 
The Norwegians have had to pay bounti"s to keep their fisheries 
in ezistence. The Nvva Scotians are doing the same. Our 
Newfoundland Government have had to guauntee that tht:y 
would make good the loss tf our F.xporters fail to sell Labrador 
fish at over threee dollars per quintal. 
France i5 one of the most productive countries in the world 
fuored by Nature with soil, climate and a thrifty population 
but suffers from bad Government. They believe that her 
resources are inexhau5tible. Now ill the time when ~o many 
countries are talkin' quotas and arranging t.;~.riff~ between them 
for Chamberlain and the British Government to insist on France" 
removing the~;e bounties on salt 6sh, which is a direct hit acainst 
British Trade. 
it .. ·aslike. 
The be.-.t story comf'~ about C~pt. Cyrus T~ylor. who wbt':n 
1•isiting Naplo:s in the "Trusty" w~s pestered by the aUihorities 
to join the Italian Army. They wanted bim for the Drum 
i\hjor to lead the King'• Body Guard. He can still vouch for 
the truth of this story, but what a mistake he made to turn them 
down, and what a position he mi~~:ht be holdin&: with Mussolini, 
and what a couple they would make to-day. 
\'ears ago when the Atbrl!ic Hotel was in existence I was 
staying there. Commander Kobinson, who was the Gu1·ernment 
Supervisor for granting Certificates to l\L1sters and Mate' was 
another guest. We became quite hiendly, and be told me 
many a good story. One remark was, "Capt. Bill Fitzgerald, 
sailing out of Harbour Grace is one of the smallest young men 
I ever met.' On my request for further particulars, he changed 
the subject to-·• Hoo\· is GJid~r getting on in Hatbour Grace ?" 
1 never meet him ""ithout shaking hands-I take off my hat to 
hin1. 1-1~ and I wert shipmates on the fan1ous "Great Eastern'' 
wh1le la) ing the cable. She was a terror to handle. She 
broke loose hom us in mid·Atlantic, and was in the ttough of 
the sea takinj!: the rail on both sides. There was none of us 
could do an) thing. Golder, who was our bo~un at the ttme 
took charce, ard in five minutes he had her flying before the 
&"ale." 
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I took the occasion shortly after to ask Capt. Bill Fitz;:erald, I ••ell remember him, as he lived on Victoria Street, just across 
how he had gained such a g:ood opinion with Commander from our school house. He was a frail old man with a walking 
Robinson. He said, it was news to him, as be only knew him stick, and alwa)ll wore bldck goggles. lie had many quaint 
when he was pa~sing for his Captain's Certificate. He told me, sayings. "Anyone can min the )OUO(:: seals, but only a fool 
I had answered all his questions when he placed another one will miss the old seals." He was first home with his load very 
before me. l puzzled for half an hour over that question, then often, and on some occasions was reported well North waiting 
went up to the Commander. and told him, that some mistak~ for the old seals. Instead of saying what he thoueht, he al,ays 
must ha~e been made, as there we re two pol>itions mtntioned said, "I feel such and such a thing will happen." John Muon 
tbat couldn't possibly be Tight. I was told to go back to my met him 011e morning, tellin~ hi" th~t he was looki11c;: for a 
seat, and give a proper answer. In five minutes 1 wa5 back good ~J~an to take charge of one of the sailing vessels that they 
:\&:;ain, with the reply that the man who had made that que~>tion were getting ready lor the seal fishery. His reply was, "I feel 
was a dam fool. There were no mere questions, and I got you cannot do beuer than take m}' head man, and I will look 
my Certificate. out for another." "S·nd him to me at once," said John Munn, 
He re I• One of Captain Golde r'• S tories. and it was not long before he was placed in charge, and he 
The brig: "William" had just arrived, and they wanted her in brought in a load that spring. That story well expresses the 
a hurry for another cargo. 1 was told her rigging needed loyalty they held forth~ fir m. Their own interests, even on 
repairs. 1 told my men to haul her down from the upper room such an imp?rtarH subject as his fir.<t mate was for~::otten for 
to the Beach premises, where w~ had our sail loft and could the g"od of the firm. 
attend to it. After three day~ work he told hi~ men 10 get her I most srop telling these stories, a~ there were so many 
back to the uppa room, t~l!ing them where ~he was to be captains }OU could fill a book. 
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moored. It was only a few hundred yard~. and I expected 
them to get a long rope and haul her up. Judge my surprise 
to hear the men wtre gettin~ the sails up, and before I could 
reach them, she had started for the South Side about a mile 
away. There was a stron~ bre~ze from the westward. Golder 
at once itarted for the upper room via Water Street. li e 
stopped to see how they were gettin~ on. The '' William" had 
reached the South Side, and wa;; coming h1ck with more sails 
up, and a bone-between-hrr·teeth. "0h my," •·said Golder, 
"They will never stop her." Ju~t as she came within hailing 
distance, rou"d went the top yards and her speed was checked, 
s he came into the "''ind, and her s~ils were dropped. The 
anchor went down just where I wanted it. I went to the head 
of the wharf, and asked them what they meant by doing such 
tbiacs. The reply was, ;o We were testing her rigging." I 
turned on my heel and left them. There was nothing I could 
teach those fellows about sailing vessels. 
One of the famous old 'eating captains was Mart in Smart in 
the brig "Mountaineer," and afterwards the "Ravenwood." 
There was Mark Delaney who, although well up in years, 
was al.,.•ays ready for a pier·head·j omp. and who will come in 
short!)' for an uciting- trip in the •· Vanguard" during the fright· 
ful storm of r885 on the L1brador Coast, lie wa~ the father 
nf the welt kno.,.·n Cap~ain nf the mail steamer •' Bruce" on the 
Railway Service'. Who, amon~ hi~ many pa~sengers, will ever 
forf!et his ~plendid song-·' The Wearin' of the Gre .. n ?" 
Another man brought up in the Muon employ was c~ptain 
William Parsons, who mapped out tile route amid shoals and 
islands alon~~: the whole Labrador, which the mail service on 
that coast still follows. 
There was Captains James Pike in the "Flora" and his 
brother Captain Josh. Joe. Taylor in the "Kestrel," Tool. 
Bemistet in the •·T~ltphone," Art. Apsey in the "T1usty," 
Munden Allan in the'' A1ctic,"' Fred. Cole in the " Resolven." 
There was no nobler man than John Bury, bot it broke his 
heart when he lost the s.s. "Commodore," and he went off to 
Britisb Columbia, where they made him chief of tbe T ug Com· 
pany. There was Moses Parsons in the" Rose1ear," Tizzard 
~· 
f: 
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ill the "William," Hutchings in the" Bonita," Charles Layton in 
the "Oulton," wha made seventy trips across the Atlantic in 
ni.:ae consecutive years. Bill Fttzgerald, in tbe " Rose of Tor· 
ridge." who kne" all the short-cuts and made record pass~ges, 
and a score of others who could be mentioned. In lat~r yean 
we bad George \Vebber in the" .t\ntoinetle," Mark Burke in the 
"Nellie Louise," Robert Sheppard in the "Amy Louise," Ned 
Burke in the ste;~,mu "Louise." There wa~ William Yetman i1t 
. McRae's" llarold," "Clan" and" Hilda R.", about every one 
of whom some interesting facts could be gh·en. There was not 
a finer class of men in the Country who were ready to take 
charge of a sailinc; vessel or a steamer at short notice, and pro 
ceed to any port in Europe or Amc:r.ca. 
Who can forget Capt. Nix Hanrahan, who made: the record 
trip in the:" Glengarry." He was ahuys known as" Smiler," 
as he was neYer seen with a jovial countenance:. Wbat a contrast 
he was tO the Rev. Tom. Quinton, mentioned in a former chap-
ter, who bad the heartiest laugh tbat any person evtr heard. 
Let us not forget Cllpt. William 1-h:nnessey, who made the 
record in the brgt. "Belle" on his famous trip from li;ubour 
Grace: to Lisb1>11 in eight days-Wednesday to Wednt-sday. He 
tht-n gave up for~i~:n going voy~ges, and went fhhing at Turna.· 
'f'ik, Labrador. He knew the value of good lh.h on the foreign 
mrkets, and if all took the: care ol making good fish like: he did, 
we would find Newfoundland ptoducts in a very diffc:tt-nt posi-
tion to-day. Some of his r~matks of \\hat ~ocd fish should be 
like were entrancing. 
There "'as Capt. William Whelan and his b rother Captain 
Harry of Cupids and Britu~, who were right hand men; al,o 
Captain Steve Antle, whose son, tht Rev. John Autle, is now 
called the Grenfell of the Rritish Columbia coa:.t. 
Sealing Steamers. 
1883-An interesting ~tory comes to mind. One of the prin-
cipal thmgs for which the Dry Dock was starl"d in St. John's 
was to look after the repairs of the sealing steamers. They 
were too heavy for ordinary slips intended for sailina: vessels. 
Many must remember the: annual trip of th"se ' learners to 
Pictou where repair~ were effected each year. 
It was approaching the 1st of ).hrch in 1883 when the s.s. 
" Iceland" was getting ready for the ice. They took her outside 
the harbour, and when returning had the misfortune to strike: 
the "Old Sow" at the entrance. She came: off the rocks, but 
was leaking badly in the bow, and not fit tO proceed to the 
seal fishery. The Dry Dock at St. John's was not ready, and 
useless to go to Pictou that season. The Experts were called in. 
The question was ·'Must we give up the 'Iceland'~' one chance: 
for the seal fisbery, or what carl we do~" Golder and his ihip's 
carpenters solved the problem. We will build a coffer dam, and 
repair her stem in this harbour. It wu work for the carpenters 
day and nigh•. A diYer went dow11, and took the exact measure-
ments. The: coffer-dam was built, which encircled her baw, and 
the water pumped out. A new st"m was placed in the steamer. 
and she sailed with the others on the appointed day. It was 
something new, but showed the resourcefulness of what ~ailors 
can do. 
1884-Thc:" Shamrock" was the: last of the square ri~:~::ed 
vessels built in Conception Bay. llorwoods, of Carbonear, did 
the work for Hen. John Rorke. 
188s-A11 important plebescite took place this rear tbrouch-
out the District of Harbour Grace, decidmc tbat Local Op1ion 
be enforced preventing the sale of Spirituous Iiquori. 
1886-0ne of tbc: ~st Labrador fishing VO}ages on record, 
wbich helped to revive the disasters of the pre1•ious years. 
john Munn & Co. had forty·five English schooners chanerc:d 
taking cargoes this year direct to •narkc:t. They also had two 
steamers, which took 10,000 quintals each. The previous two 
years the sailing vessels had made lo11g voyages from Labrador 
to Gibraltar, but the steamers overcame this and gave good 
satisfaction. 
1887-The Ballot Act was passed for General Elections. 
This was Queen Victoria's Jubilee . 
1885- The labrador (;ale- Terrific Hurricane-
73 Vessels •od 70 lives lost. 
October 11th-To understand this story properly, one must 
see this rocky ironbound coast of five hundred miles, which at 
that time had not a telegraph office. 
The only regular communication was one sn:aall Governmc:11t 
steamer making fortnightly trips, weather permininc. 
The fishermen had 10 depend on their sailing vessels of fifty 
to one hundred and fifty tons ree:istcred, leaving home about 
t~e IS! of June for the fishing season, till the end of October. 
A S F.AI.l"G fH{[G OF SF.\'ENT\' 
The Law allowed such craft 10 carry no more than one person 
per Registered ton. The fishermen and families took passa:e 
each summer in the: hold on top of their suppliu to reach the 
Coast. 
At the time of the gale the season was just ending, and all 
were preparing for horne, after shipping their summer's catch in 
the small English carTiers for Europe. 
It is now fifty-three years since then, but this frightful gale is 
still fresh in the minds of many as it has been so often tepeated 
durin: the: long wimer nighb by far hers and uncles. 
It was on this occa~ion that the: captains of these small 120 
ton foreign freighters ~howfd the stuff an English captain is 
made of, and proved the name they always held. 
When the Newfoundland Government heard of tbis awful 
hurricane and the damage they sent relief, but were astoni,l\ed 
to find them•elvc:s forestalled. These: courageous captains hao 
thrown orders and instructions to the winds, and devoted them· 
selves and their ships to relieve the: starvation .1nd destitution. 
It was on October 11tb, Sunday mornin,, that this cale started 
blowing from the nonh·east, which continued all day Monday 
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with tbick sno"'· The follo~~:ing are extracts from Protests of 
Wrecks and Log Books:-
At midnicht the sealing steamer "Panther," Capt. William 
:Bartlett, had all steam up to help her anchors, but is driven 
ashore at Mannox !!!land. 
The blig" Rolling Wav~," "Emma," "Mariana," and topsail 
schooner" Guiding Star" have all been driven ashore. 
At Cape Harrison Harbour, five vessels are lost here. 
Two dars later the small Government mail steamer p~ssed 
North, and reponed Seventy vessels lost to the South, and forty 
lives at the White Bears, and twenty more li1'eS at Black Island, 
and others at Domino. 
The s.~ . ., Panther" was refloated, and now has over 400 
people aboard proceeding horne for relief, and blings the first 
news. On Saturday even in« October 21th she arrived at Bay 
Roberts, and tbe news of this disastrous gale is fllshed to 
!!arbour Grace and St. John's. 
AI Harbour Grace the excitement is intense, and Mr. Muon 
at once elves ordt:rs for tht! steamer "Lady Glover" and the 
"Mastiff" be fitted out. All day Suoday the wo1k is rushed at 
At the White Bears, Capt. Hayden in the scbr. "Release' 
had 8o passengers aboard ready for home. The "Release" 
with three anchors out rode out the first part of Sunday, but 
towards evening the spars were cut away. The strainin~: 
started her leaking badly. The women and children in the 
bold could see the water rising. There .,..  ., n" help to be had. 
Before morning the chains parted, and this schooner was driven 
on the cliff. Fort)··five lives were lost out of eighty. ~ooe 
were saved by any mana~::ement, they were just cast by the sea 
on the cliff. 
At Emily and Brig Harbour~ the" Lady Elibank" 2 r9 tons, of 
London, was ready to sail for market. Capt. Lee placed her 
at the disposal of the shipwrecked, and brought 400 souls 
safely to Harbour Grace. 
At Grady, oue of the principal mercantile centres, they felt 
the full force of the jl:alt. The Bridce\\·ater schr. "Lilly," Capt. 
Arnold, fish laden for Gibraltar, had put to sea the day previous. 
Sae was never heard of afterwards. 
The Runcorn scbr. " A. M. Rrundett," Capt. Hay, the 
Brixham schr. '• Augusta," Capt. Huxham, as w~n as several 
IIATTEAl HARHOL:R, I.ABRADOR 
fever heat, and at 10 p.m. the" Lady Glover" sailed, followed small schooners were lost on lllack Islands. 
by the "Mastiff" two hours later, both laden with everything Twenty people lost their lives in trying to reach the shore 
necessarr. from the schr." Excel." Morgan master. 
Two Government steamers were desp1tched from St. John's R D. McRae, the Manager at this station, had his wharvn 
the following day. and stores swept away, and his supply of provisions at tbe 
Here are a few notes from the Labrador L?g Book still to lowest ebb. Over 1,000 refugees were cro .. ded at these 
be seen, premises, and food allowances had to be restored to. FortUII· "' 
R11GG1m lsL.ANDS.-Sunday, 6 a.m .. every appearance of a ately the "Van:uard" Capt. Mark Delaney, was on her way 
storm. r r a.m., the" Rival" parts her chains in a hea\'}' squall. dowo to Labrador to bring the crews home, The "Vanguard'' 
r p.m., it swept the schooner away ; we saw her no more. Store arrived there safely, and brought borne the most valuable freight 
blown down. Erections that have stood for fifteen }'tars are in her lone: existence, the number of passengers was never 
carried a\-,.ay. Spray going clean over tht: island. Monday- stated, but all said it was over 1,ooo. It was with a feeli:~g of 
No fresh water to be had on this island, and very little food. relief that Capt. Delaney stumed up safely to the owner's 
Tuesday-Saw a topsail schoooer in the distance. Launched a "'barf at Harbour Grace. In ber cabin with accommodatioo 
boat and intercepted her. She proved to be the "Forward," for 10 officers there were 65 panengers. One of her 
Capt. Coombs, bound for England, but heine made aware of passenr;ers was Sir R. f''. Stupar!, the chief of the Canadian 
our helpless condition, she came to us at once and took 1 r 2 Meterological Service, and so familiarly known as "Old Probs.'' 
passengers to St.john's, where they got the train for Harbour At Batteau nine schooners were lost. Here it was that Capt. 
Grace. Bates, of the lisb carrier "Elizabeth McLn" proved his 
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rtsourcefulness. One vessel after another was drifen ashore 
and out of the harbour. Finally the "Fanny Gray" started to 
go. She had about sixty people on board. It was a helpless 
sight. She sheared dose to the" McLea." Capt. Bates threw 
some Jines aboard her, which they secured and this checked 
her. But the " McLea then started to drag her anchor. Capt. 
Bates without a momellt's tndeciston cut his two masts to the 
deck, and ordered the Captain of the " Fanny Gray" to do the 
same, and telline them nottofearhc could save them. This 
they did immediately, and all 'litre safed without the loss of 
one life. 
At Punch Bo...-1, a veritable pond of a harbour, the Brazil 
barque "Clutha" was anchored awaitinc cargo to be landed at 
Harbour Grace. She was ligbt, and it was said her yards u~ed 
to take the water at each roll. Tbis was one of the harbours 
for shipping herring, empty b~rreb used to fly like feathers from 
one side of the harbour to the other, and IH&:e boats were sun 
to turn somersault. 
Aneyewitnesstellsthc followin&;:-
1 arriYed at Punch Bowl Oil Saturday night to ship the l3St of 
my fish. The master of the •· Mary M" said to me, "Tom I am 
short handed, and lca\•injl; on Mond~y, come with me, it will be 
a better passage." I con~cnted. It was three wc~ks after thts 
when I got away, and insuad of bein~ short-handed we had t"o 
hundred people aboard of that 90 ton •chooner. It is net-dle's 
to tell more. 
Such is the story of the r88s gale. For many years all 
history OA Labrador dated from it. So many years before or 
after the gale. 
The four relief steamer~. "Mastiff," "Lady Glover," 
"Hercules," and "Plover" arrived on the scene ahout a fort-
night after, but •·en: astonished to find that the greater portion 
of their work was accomp\r~hcd by the masters of the little 
English fish carriers. These men threw aside their orders and 
jeopardized their fish charters without ally chance of payment 
or reward, thi•king of nothmg but to relic\·e humanity. and 
deserve e,·cry recognition that they have ~>ever r~ceiv,.d 
The s.s. "Lady Glover'' to...-ed the " El•zabttb Me Lea" back 
to Ne'll·foundland, where she "·as afin~d. 
One of the victims of this gale w~s Captain Richnd Gosse of 
Spaniard's Bay. He was au enterprising young man, who had 
just built a new vessel, and was on his way home from Labrador 
with a full load of fish. He was caught in the gale, his vess~l 
and cargo were lost without any insurance. He was wcllknowa, 
and was offered every assistaRCC to start again, but he deter-
mined to try his luck elsewhere. He was one of the many 
Newfoundlanders who went to British Columbia at tbis time. 
! lis name will be seen as the first to register a veuel at Van-
couver. He got work at canning ulmon, and was soon 
appointed Manager. l-Ie caught salmon, where others failed 
to find them. Before long he was President of the priAcipal 
salmon canninji: combine in British Columbia, and reckoned a 
millionaire. On a vtsit to Newfoundland about ten years a&o 
he :;ave an address to tbc Board of Trade that is !>till well 
remembered. He told his audience that althou.e:h he bad been 
successful, he nw more chances of working the fish business in 
Newfoundland than he could see in Britiliih Columbia. 
H IS HEART'S DESIRE. 
8y 8erlllle Tobin. 
1:< sadoldSpainaealm Priensrood 
IJ.efortthefiringtquad-
lti~ onlyerime, hi• fairhful7.nl 
Forhunran souls and God. 
"Whydoyoulooksojoyful,'' 
The stem Red leader .aid-
.. A~ ifsnme .,·or>drou~ fate ,.-ere )'Ourl 
Tbispen;,.ltyinstud?' 
":\ly,.ishuareb<.ingrulized," 
Tbeold l'destdid repl)•, 
"Thefi"'t t"'ing that a n•art)·r'sdeath 
It shoukl he mine to die 
The second that S~lvation's bli•s 
Myn.nh\ycourse mighrcro~.-n. 
And "hich I hun<bly hope for 
Whenyour•hotstrikumedo,.·n. 
The third that.,·htnmy>pirit 
To Uea,·en's portal~ eto•~ed. 
ltmightbringueonrp;urinn 
Sonte soul that els.e "'"'"lost.~ 
Asthooe ~$1. .. -ords ... .,,~ opoken 
llio g~n.ceoffenorfc\l 
On a menrlr-e<ofthe Red squad 
Who..,emedaswraptin•pcll. 
Thi~ man came quick!)• for,.·ard-
•· ~·ather. my s.>ut will be 
Theone that you'll "'ke .,jrh )'OU, 
l.too.willdie,"""id he, 
"For now I anr«<lwerted 
Th~:i~:~· :~;; i~~~~~~~r ~~;t;::r~i~: 
ONE OF THESE TEAS WILL SUIT 
$ YOUR PURSE AND PALATE. 
Estabrooks Young Leaf Orange Pekoe: 
RED ROSE TEA (Green Label), 
RED ROSE TEA (Red Label), 
RED ROSE TEA (Brown Label). 
T. H. ESTABROOKS Go., Limited. 
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The Late Archbishop Howley's 
"Newfoundland Name-Lore." 
Republished from " The Newfoundland Quarterly," Commencing October, 1901. 
ARTICLE XXXVI. E T is not easy to uoderstand why the name of Grand Dank should have become appropriated by the harbour 
in Fortune Bay, which now bears the name. It 
can not have any connection with the "Great 
Dank of Newfoundland." It is true that in late )'ears, about 
r86o-to 190 0, a large number of fine schooners were built here 
and a large fishery wa5 carried on by the fishermen of this 
place, with the Great or Grard Bank. But that is not the 
ori&in of the name, ali it was known n:ry far back, at lust in 
the be:inning of the XV Ill century. 
BERNARD ki\'ER NEAR RAPIDS ON CONNE Rl\'ER. 
In a Report by the Sieur de Costebelle, Governor of Placen-
tia, dated 7th Au~:ust, 171o,(SeeColl. MSS&c., Vo.lll-psro.) 
I find mention of the ''Bay of the Grand Bank and Fortune. 
" "11 y a cinq batiments en peche dans les Bales du 
Grand Bane et de Fortune." There are five Fishine: Rooms in 
the Bays of Grand Bank and Fvrtune. 
There are several of the usual common-place names in For-
tune Bay such as, Grand Beach, Grand Rock, White Point, 
Seal Cove, &c. Many others are quaint and interestin~, and 
their origins unknown, as Mollieres Point. Famine Point 
seems to express the same idea as Famish Gut in Placentia Bay. 
Tbename: 
Garnis h 
is one also whose migin I cannot trace. 
On the French maps I find a very curious juxtaposition of the 
Devil'• Hrook. 
Ruiscan du Diable and 
Harbour M y (;od-Havre Mon Dieu. 
These names, given in both En,lisb and French, 2ppear on the 
French Royal Maps. 1 do not find them on any English Map5. 
Probably 
Good Ha rbour 
is intended for the latter. 
(;arden Point 
refers to a natural grassy spot, bare of wood, which is some-
times found on the1e coasts. These ''Gardens" are frequeatly 
found in Bay St. Georre, towards the Cape and are called the 
" (;reen (;ardens." 
T he name Point Enragee is a very common one a1110ng the 
French for any poiut with a dan~::erous reef of rocks near it. 
There is generally an angry surf off these points, bence the 
name, Angry or Mad, Cape in French. By the E11glisb speak-
erstheraregenerallycalled 
S tormy Point. 
There is a Cape of this name off the mouth of t~ Great Codroy 
River, to which I have already alluded, and of which 1 will 
speak in a future nuntber, as there is a very important History 
counected with it. 
Wood C11ve 
is a name tbat speaks for itself, and 
P ellry C11ve 
h3s got its name undoubtedly from its being a gocd place for fur. 
It is near a Cove c.11led 
f ox Cove, 
which probably receiv~d iu name from the same cause. Tht 
name is a trite onr: and is found a pealed in almost every Bay 
in Newfoundland. We ha\·e here (South-Side of Fortune Bay) 
a repetition of 
Hay D'Argent, 
and another corruptiotl of it into 
(;rand John. 
There is also here, a Platte Harbour. This is a purely l<'rench 
word. It has been fully ~xpl.~ined in Article XII. when 
speaking of 
in Bonavista Bay. It meaAs Flat Harbour, or Harbour in the 
form of a dish or bowl. It is strange that the makers of tbe 
French maps seem uot to have under~tood it and call it Havre 
dt Plate. 
We have here also the name of 
(;ra nd J e rvoil 
on the English maps, being aa attempt to Gallicise the name 
while on the French maps an attempt is made to An&licise it into 
(;r a nd .Je rvey. 
We shall find the same name repeated in Herrnita:e Bay. 
What the origin is 1 do not know. We have next, 
Eagle Point. 
In Frtncb-Pointe de L' Aie:le. 
.• 
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Tiere is a well known point on the Island of St. Pierre called 
Cap 4 L'Aigle. 
The aaq~e is derived from the frequent presuce of the Greep 
or American Eagle 'l'llich frequents these coasts and builds in 
the clefts of the hi&:h cliffs. 
There is a small barbour here called 
Langue-A·Cerl, 
or Deer's To11gue. This harbour may be so called from the 
abundance of the plant so named, its botaaical ume is Liatris 
odoratissima, it has the perfume of vanilla, a ad is found iu many 
places in Newfoundland. 
Next comes a rather curious name 
Jacll.f'ouataln, 
it i• so r;iven on the l~rench maps tbouch one mi&:ht expect 
Jacques Fontaine. 
N~xt comes 
1 consider this name to be a corruption of 
Havre Millleu 
or Middle Harbour, u the point which forms it projects out 
into the middle of the bay, thouch the name is given as above, 
Hr. MillC,onthe French Maps. 
Bdween this and the bottom, or head. of the bay there are 
no harbours, nor are there any names, but on Howley's maps 
I lied 
I never beard of this name durin( my residence of several years 
in For1une Bay, 110r is it to be found in the" Sailior Directions." 
If the name exists it is PIOSt likely take11 fro111 the proper name 
of a man. 
Havin~:; penetrated to the bottom (or bead) of Fortune Bay, 
we no• re!Um by the North Shore. The first place we meet is 
called 
This name is rather peculiar lUid ~eems to be a cotruption, 
probably for Grand' Ile a Pierre-Great Stone Island, though 
there is eo natural feature there to warrant such a name. 
On Ho•ley's map I find 
Pays Cove. 
I do eot find it on any other map and do 11ot know the meanin~:; 
of it. 
Herbour femme 
would mean in English Woman Harbour. This appears also 
to be a corruption, probably of !''amine Cove already alluded to. 
Petticoat hland is (rather appropriately) nut to Femme 
Harbour. Another name is found here also bealing it which 
would seem some affinity to the!e, viz:-
Smock Island. 
There is a large Harbour named on the French maps Havre \e 
Comte, Count's Hr. This Harbour is called on English maps 
and in the" Newfoundl.1.11d J'ilot," Coone. We sb~ll meet this 
name fuuher on in Bay Despair-as Con River, probahly a 
nriantof Counche (see Art. VI.) Lon&: Hr. requires no remark. 
It verifies its name. extudin( inland about 14 mile~ with a 
general breadth of half a mile. The Anglo Telegraph Office 
is situated at Otter Island, nearly a mile from the head or bottom 
of the harbour. There are several small Harbours and Coves 
alonr each side of the Arm, such as "Indian-Tea.Jsland," 
"Schooner Island," "Hoop Cove,"" Billy h\and." Some of 
these speak for themselves and denote some Natural features of 
the Coast. Others are local Rames giveA by the Fishumen, 
There is bere a larre inlet named Bay de Nord. It is called 
Eastern Bay de Nord to distin~:;uish it from another Arm fur-
ther west in Bay Despair. This B:~y contai .. many ramifica· 
tions and small Harbours, all bearing distinctive names. Mall 
Bay. This does not mean, ,u generally thought, Bad Bay, but 
Codfish Bay. The name has been fully explained in Article 
XXVIII. 
Belle Harbour, 
if French would mean Beautiful Harbour. If English, Bell H r., 
c;olled from some Bell-formed Rock, as Bell Island. 
Lolly Cove 
or Lolly Cove. This word is used 011 this Shore to mean what 
we about St. John's call slob, that is soft ground-up ice, broken 
into a pulpy mass by contact with the rocks and shores. 
On the westun side of this Bay is a sm~\1 Harbour called 
Clnq Isles. 
Tile name is very appropriate, meaning " five Isbnda." Tile 
Bay, or Harbour, is square in shape and divided near the middle 
by a line of five small Islands (NIId. Pilot). It is erroneously 
called sometimes SL Keels. 
ON THE CONN~: IU\'ER. 
Corbin 
is a head forming the S. entrance to Cinq lies, bay. The pame 
has been fully explained in Article XXX IV. Tllere i! a s mall 
Harbour bearing the rather pretty name of Sara or Barra. 
This is the name of an Island in the \\'estern Hebrides in 
Scotland. It is a Gaelic word and simply means a head, a 
highland, a top-land. It is impossible to conceive that this 
Gaelic word should hal'e any connection with that place. It is 
more likely only a corruption of the French Barre, (see Article 
XXXI.) where the origin of Barren I. is explained. On the 
French maps this place is called Le Barasway de Barre. There 
is a hubour here named 
Renconlre, 
pronounctd by the French Kongcontre and corrupted by the 
Enclish fishermen into 
Round Counter. 
The •ord in French means a meeting, or a hostile attack and 
also a collision of fisbin~:; boats or the wreck of one upon a 
rock or shoal. This name is repeated further west"tl·ard in Bay 
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Despair, hence for distinction this .is called Rencontre---or 
Round Counter East. 
There are some names of rocks here which ate rather curious, 
sucb as Ducie Kock, probably from a French proper name, 
BGb Head-origin unknown. Thrum Cap, on the French maps 
T urm Cap. An i11land here is called by the rather curious 
name of 
Lord end Lady 1. 
A vuy hich and remarkable Hill in the form of a sku!l is called 
The rocks are stained 1\lith oxide of iron which gives it a rusty 
:appearaoce and a rugc;ed aspect. There is a large Island in 
the: middle of this Bay called 
Chapal Is land. 
The origin of the name i~ obscure. It is a very high and 
rugged Island "bold·to on a\J sides" (Nfld. Pilot). There is 
not only no chapel on it, but no building of any kind. It is 
su:;gestc:d that the name may have been given by Lieutenant 
Chappel! who made a voyage round the coast in 1814 in H.M.S. 
Rosamond, but the name is of more ancient origin as I find it 
on the French Royal map of 1747· 
We now conte to one of the most important settlements on 
the :-.lorth Shore of Fortune Bay. It has also a name whicb is 
yery euphonious, but, unintelligible, viz.: 
Tl'ie Harbour is picturesque, surroundt d by high hills, " a 
semi·circular beach forms a snug harbour for small vessels. A 
large settlement surrounds the Harbour."-(Nfid. Pilot.) On 
the French maps this harbour be.us the name of 
Oende 0 11 L' .4rier. 
It seems otlmost incredible that either of the~e names could be 
;n~r;tu:t~~ilo~~l: ~~e:.~~;~t;e;xa;~~n~u~d~e ~:;l~s:s :~i~~-~an~ 
or Arriere.ban, i5 a corrupt form from the French. Ban or 
Bann, means a public Edict or c~lling together of troops, Arnhe, 
i.e., last or \~test. is a corruption of the old Gauloi~ word Arb~n, 
heriban, b .. riban or heer-bann, which means a calling toge•her 
of th., Armr, ''A procla~J~ation calling the f~uda10ries and their 
vassals to Wlli." but it is difficult to see any application of these 
words to the fishing Harbour in Fortune Bay. 
The next Harbour is also an important one, ,- iz.: 
St. Jacques, 
or St. James's. It was a few years ago the center of the &reat 
American herring fish try. St. James was a great Patron amon1: 
the :French fishermen. 
t M_ F. H. 
CAPTAIN OLAF OLSEN HONOURED 
BY LATVIAN GOVERNMENT 
Has Conferred on Him Order of the Three Stars. 
CAP'J"Ar~ OL.'\F OLSEN, Latvian Vice-Consul for Newfoundland, has been honoured by the Pre-
sident and Government of Latvia by having 
conferred on him the Lal\·ian Order of the Three 
Stars. 
Captain Olsen was officially informed of the 
honour by a letter from the Latvian Legation at 
London, which reads as f111lows: 
" l have much pleasure in informing you that, on 
the occasion of the Twetieth ;\ nniversary of Latvian 
Independence Uay, the President and Government 
of Latvia have conferred upon you the Latvian 
Order of the Three Stars. The insignia is being 
forwarded to you direct from Riga by the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. I offer you my congratulations." 
The recipient holds the position of V1ce-Consul 
for Latvia, Vice-Consul for Finland, Royal Swedish 
Consul, Royal Norwegian Consul and is a Knight 
of the Order of St. Olav, First Class, which was 
conferred on him by King I Iaakon VI of Norway. 
FORD 
CARS, .$TRUCKS, .$TRACTORS. 
1939 Models now on display . 
Also Finest Selection of USED CARS 
At very reasonable prices and easy terms. 
A. E. HICKMAN, CO., LTD., (Ford Sales and Service), ST. JOHN'S, NFLD. 
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Solemn Service of Requiem for the Late Pontiff, Pius XI 
Cathedral Draped in Mourning- His Excellency the Gonrnor and Lady Walwyn, and Official Guests in Attendance. 
t•:-;-nAY, February 19th, the solemn service 
of requiem in memory of the late lloly 
Father, Pope Pius XI. was held in the 
R. C. Cathedral. The interior of the 
great edifice, main altar and sanctuary 
were suitably draped with the symbols of mourning 
and presented a sombre setting for the solemn ser-
vice. Flags were Aown at half staff on the twin 
towers and the great bel! in the eastern tower tolled 
its funeral dirge. Precisely at 11 1/clock the proces-
IUS IIOLINESS 1'01'~: PIUS XI 
Born M:oy _JI, 1S57; Ordain~d l'rie<t, Decemher 20, 18;9: Crea!ed 
Cardinal, June r6, 1921; Elected Pope. February 6, l9ZZ; 
Died, febTuary 10, 1939. 
sian of clergy-chanters, Priests' choir, Sacred Mini-
sters and Prelates mn\·ed from the \"btry to the 
sanctuary and awaited the arrival of lli;; Excellency 
the Go\·ernor and suite who were mt"t at the main 
door by Rt. Re v. i\lonsignor Kitchin, Ph.D .. Ad-
ministrator of the Cathedral, and Rev. R. 1\lcD. 
Murphy, Secretary to !lis Grace the 1\rchbishop, 
who conducted them to a specially reserved pew. 
It was hoped that His Grace the Archbishop. 
who had made the necessary arrangements for this 
memorial service might be able to attend, but unfor-
tunately he had not sufficiently progressed in his 
convalescence from a ro:;:cent severe attack of influ-
enza to permit oi his being present. The one feature 
noted with regret on the impressive occasion was 
the unavoidably vacant throne on the Gospel side. 
Besides His Excellency the Governor, Lady 
\\'alwyn and suite, there were a number of official 
guests in attendance, amongst them being Rt. Han. 
Sir R. A. Squires, K.C.I\I.G., P.C., their Lordships 
the Judges of the Supreme Court, the Honourable 
l\lembers of the Commission of Go\"ernment, repre· 
sentatives of the Churches, His Worship the tllayor 
of St. John's. Consular representatives, llonourable 
!\!embers of the former Leg;sbtive Council, the 
Chid of Police, the Sheriff uf the Supreme Court, 
SQUAIH-: AND ST. PETJo:R"S IJASILlCA, ~()~IE. 
the Judge of the Central District Court, Secretaries 
and Officials of the Government Departments, 
I\ I embers of the City Council, the President of the 
Board of Trade, representatives of the G. \V. V. A., 
St. Andrew's Society, Rotary, and the Presidents of 
the various Catholic Societie.<=, I n recognition of 
their Papel decoration.<=, special seats in the Sanctu-
ary were reserved for Mr. Charles !Iutton, K.S.G ., 
and Dr. Vincent P. Burke. C.E.P. 
The solemn Requiem !\lass was sung by Rev. j. J. 
Greene, Ph.D., P.P., of Torbay, with Rev1'. P. J. 
Kennedy as Deacon and F. Bradshaw as Sub- Dea-
con. The ceremonies were under the direction of 
Rev. R. J, Greene. The singing at the i\lass and 
during the absolution at the catafalque was rendered 
by the Priests' choir and a choir of boy choristers 
from St. Bona\·enture's College. During the cere-
monies Mr. Ignatius Rumboldt presided at the organ. 
At the conclusion of the :\lass a tribute to the 
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life and labours of the late Pope was given by 
Rt. Rev. r-.Ionsignor Flynn, U.A .. of St. Patrick's, 
After the sermon the clergy assembled around the 
catafalque for the singing of the "Libera" and the 
"Benedictus," at the conclusion of which the final 
absolution wa:; pronounced by Rt. Rev. Monsignor 
McDermott, V.G., representing I lis Grace the 
Archbishop. 
Following this the Dead March in Saul was 
rendered and the playing of the National Anthem 
brought the ceremony to a close. 
The entire ceremony was most impressive to the 
huge congregation which thronged the Cathedral 
and the order and precision which were noted was 
in no small measure due to the services rendered by 
the special ushers, the lloy Scouts and the Holy 
Name Guard. 
The proceedings were broadcast over a hook-up 
of VONF, VOGY and VOCM. Mr. W. F. Galgay 
was in charge of the broadcast and the Rev. E. J. 
Rawlins, P.P., Petty !!arbour, was the special 
announcer for the ~ lass. 
A PIIOTOGI<Al'll OF TIH: IIIGH ALTAI< TAKEN OURING TilE SOLEMN SEI<\'ICE OF REQUIEM FOR 
1'01'~: l'IUS XI IIELD AT TilE ){,C. CATtiEOII.AL ON n:HI<UAR\' 19TH, 1939· 
In lhe :'ulpit may be se-n Rt. Rev.( l~~~:'!\:':;,.~·inJg ~~)~~~~e1~li,:g·T'"!le~~a~~i';:~r:; the Panegyric on the lare l'onriff. 
THE POPE IS DEAD. 
Ttlk<>.l:GIIthetenoe airhastragic ne,.·sbeenflashed-
Thewoddhaslostoneofitotruutfriend'<-
The l'ope is dead, and many millions monon 
The lo•s of one who wao a might)·f01ce 
For good-a Shield of strength for all mankind ! 
The JHUtime of his youth, great heights to climb, 
Seemedaugury,indeed,ofgreater Height 
To which he later came-the Mount of God 
Fronr ,.·hich heo.canned with keen and kindly eye 
1he whole 10idewofld, nnrdid hltlovedebar 
The needs of thon .. ho differed from hi~ Creed. 
To l lricken onu hi~ r~ady aid went s,.·jft 
Even Soviet Russia had her th,ankt to tend 
For help from him uhen Famine stalked that bnd 
Aloft upon his Mount he e•·erraised 
The <]Uick ala rm when Evil reared its head 
In anyplace-menman·elledha,·eandpaid 
Profound retpe~t ~o •isdom of his "·ordt. 
fo:ncydical•tomeeteach mgentnu d 
Came •ith no.re ~]>eed from that g>nt mind 
Whichhaduall)·such ahoarta•Chri•t 
Approvedinl'ete'"'hentolatter'scare 
The Muter consigned both His lambs and sheep. 
T he l'opei•dead-the l'ope,.hnofferedGod 
T hesacrificeofhisremainingln"' 
A81uppliltnt price for Peace to Illes~ the Eanh 
WhenfrightenedEuropeblancbedatthoeatofMaos. 
Not only then, but later time,n well, 
Did ~he aged l'omiff thit offering renew, 
For in his Christn>at ~le•sage thus b~ t<>ld. 
\\'ho will deny heroic love a~ hi~ 
Who having labo.,red most a••iduou~ly 
To guard hit tlock from ra.-enin~ "ohu of m 
Uidoffnuphis.erytifelhtthey 
And all mankind migh~ li.-e in ]!aCt ••cure ~ 
-By fi~Tiill~ THI,.. 
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Tke Beothics of Newfoundland. 
CHAPTER V.-'DETERMINED A'.T'TEMP'TS AT MUTUAL CONCILIATION-
WELL INTENTIONED EFFORTS. ERRORS AND MISFORTUNES. 
By Rev. Walter Bugdea. 
HI: mischief had been do11e. Whatever the c:luse 
!yin: in the dim past, the Micmacs had joined 
with the French, against the English, and in a 
war of extermiaatioo against the Beothica. The 
abundance of game and furs seems scarcely 
enough to arouse the enmity of one race of Red men against 
another. 
"They probably had had long·standin&: cause of strife against 
the Beothics, before Frenchmen fomented the ill feeling; for 
' lndians'haveneveryet<lttackedthdrkithand kinatthemere 
biddin&; of the White man."-(Rogers, 164). 
There is another traditional tale of the long before, which 
seems to baYe taken a lasting hold upon the Micmac; seeing 
that in several place~ about the Coast situ are still pointed out 
where "a bat!le between the Indians bad taken p!~ce, and 
where rocks still run red," as an indication of \he desperate 
carnage then takinr place. 
For a century and more we wandered through o1n ann~ls with 
glimpses only here and there of the Beothics and 10hat was be-
falling them, until the times of Govenror Lord Graves. Then 
like the ncurrence of 1n evil dream, we note the ill-fated 1tternpt 
of the ship-master Scott, who in •762 mo~.de an tffortto ''o~!l 
up friendly intercourse with the Red Indians. He landed at 
Exploits with another muter and a strong crew, and built a kind 
of fort. A party of Indians appeard. They made a full stop, and 
would not come nearer. Scott went to meet them with a party 
from his crew all unarmed. Scott went up to them, mixed with 
them and shook hands. Surldenly aD old 'Indian' (prob1bly a 
chief) in pretended friendship, put his ann round Scott's necK. 
At the same install! another ·l<Jdian' stabbed him in the back. 
A shower of arrows fired at the pnty killed th( other master 
and four of the new. The r~:mainder fled to their vessel, and 
brought one dead man to St. John's, with the arrows sticking in 
his body."-(Quoted from Anspach, Prowse, page 324). 
Our authority adds significantly. in view of the settled anti· 
pathy arainst the Beothics, and after a century or more of 
blood-thirsty reprisals. "Whatever may be said about the 
Beothics, tbere can be no doubt they were a most blood-thirsty 
and treacherous race." To which we add; Of course I What 
more could be expected of such as they ? The mad ogre of 
trade rapacity and heartless butchery carried on fer a hundred 
years, had left its irradicable mark upo" the susceptibilities of 
the primitive human nature of the Boethic, and humanly speak-
ing, their extinction was inevitable. Not so had they been iR 
their dealings with the Whites in the early days. 
At last a ~pore determined and well meaning effort was undu-
taken to effect amicable relations with the people. 
"Lieutenant John Cartwright, R.N., was sent by Governor 
Hugh Palliser, in the ship' Gurnsey' to River Exploits in r768, 
with a proclamation to protect the Red Indians against further 
molestation. He was accompanied by bis brother, George 
Cartwright, and a compa11y of men. They reached Red IDdian 
Lake, and pused through the Indian villages and their camps, 
which they had only recently ltft." 
Writing an account of his journey and discoveries on bis 
return, Cartwright :ave the most complete account of the 
lkothiu secured up to that time. 
In securing "remain~" and other possessions of the people, 
though under orders to protect, not to molest, but to treat tiem 
as subjects of the King as well as others, Cartwril!;ht unwisely 
pursued like tactics wtth those of an earlier are. So did the 
White man unwisely beha\·e towards these uncultured child-
people of the wilds. · 
Other than these "remains," and some further information 
concerning the Beothics, Cartwright's expedition was barren of 
re1mlts. They saw no "Indians." 
'' In all, tell of our Governors during the sixty years following 
1764 took a keen interest in trying to bring about a happy and 
friendly condition of things between the Beothics and the colo-
nists or settlers, and chief amoog them may be named Captain 
Hugh Palliser, r764; Captain the Hon. John Byrne, 1769; 
Vice-Admiral Pole, t8oo; Admiral Holloway, 1807; Vice-Ad-
miral Sir Thoma~ Duckworth, t8JO; Vice-Admiral Sir Richard 
G. Keates, 181J; and Admiral Sir Charles Hamilton, r8r8. 
"By means of proclamations and expeditions, as well as by 
their influence genera lly, they brou~~:ht about a feeling among 
the public a~:ainst the cruel m11nnu iA whiLh the Beothics had 
been treated and led the way to an earnest offort to saVe them 
from further per,ecution."-(W. W. Blackall, M B. E) 
Th e story of repeated attempts, and notwithstanding:, counter 
opprtuion went on. • In t80J a man named William Cull, of 
Fogo, captured a Benthic woman in the neighbourhood of 
Exploits River and brotJ:ht her to St. John's. The story of her 
receptioA at the C~pital seems to have been mo1e an opportu-
nity lor curiosity than lor frieodliness. 
She was receivtd ~t Government H ouse, loaded with presents 
and sent back to E.:ploits Bay, by the ume master who lrad 
captured her, and who was given a" bandsome remuneration" 
for his services. 
h Anspach's historical work on Newfoundland, she is fully 
described; particularly in her habits and dtmeanour in company 
with the Whites, her fondness lor childreo, music, bright colours 
and her tenacity in holdi11g to her native furs. 
Cull took her back and up the Exploits, and by his own ac-
count placrd her alon e, but when~ she could join ber people ; 
the intention bein~ that she sbould present to her people the 
good-willofthe\Vhites. 
•" An Indian woman .. as brought to St. John\~ by the noto>ious William 
Cull, for ,.·hich he recei,·ed a re,.·ard of ~·ifty pound~. Cull evidtntly take 
kindly to HisExcellency"s ideaaabouttheouages: inhi•opiniontheonly 
decent Indian •usa dead Indian;he writes to theGo\·ernor:·Thepeople 
do not hold with civilizing rhe Indians, as t11ey tltl':'k they will kill more 
than they did before.' Allthoughrful careandattent10n .. assbowntothe 
poor lleotbic woman, and she was to be sent back to her kindred loaded 
with presents. \Vith tbe vie"" held hy Cult and his companions. it is v~ry 
doubrful if she ever reached the wigwams of her tribe."-(Qunted from D 
W. l'ro,.·se, Q.C., LI.D., History of 1\'awfoundlaud, paa;e 377). 
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"This was all that was heard of her, and it is 11ot certain that 
:~he ever found her people agail1, for there wu at the time a 
rumour that the unfortunate woman was, as a n~atter of fact, 
murdered ia order that the presents which she had received in 
St. John's might be stolu."-(QurHed W. W. BJ;.ckall, M.B.E.) 
Duri•c these yean following, there is some confusion ill dates 
and details, but it seems that about the year J82J, and certainly 
after the capture of :Mary March, certain men from Notre Dame 
Bay, in the neighbourhood of Badger Bay, came upon a Beothic 
man and woman who turned out to be husband and wife. 
"Whether there was provocation or not cannot be said, but 
unfortunately and most cruelly the man and woman were shot. 
Tbe men wbo perpetrated the de~d were taken and tried, but 
owing to lack of evidence, were not punished." 
" It is said that tbe man who shot these Beothics was a Mic· 
mac, who boasted that he had before then shot as .. any as a 
hundred of these unfortunate people." 
Again the sad story goes on. In 1810, or a yur later, Gov-
ernor Sir John T. Duckworth made a determined effort to re~ch 
and open friendly relationships with the Beothics. A strong and 
well appointed expedition, under the command of Lieutenant 
David Buchan, in H.M S. "Pike," accompanied with the schr. 
"Adonis," went to the E11:ploits. 
A party of trusted ~eamen and marilles accompanied him, 
and they ascended the River intending to reach, if possible, 
the headqu~rters of tho: Indians at the Lake. They met 111ith 
many difficulties, but It ached the Lake by wa}' of the river alld 
porta&es, .& distance of fifty miles. It was winkr; but at la~t 
tbey came up with a f)arty of lndi~ns under their Chief, asleep 
in their manat~eks (wigwams) ir~ early morning. 
Commander Buchan has left an interesting account of his 
visit, and the facts as he has j:iven them are convincin,e: thOuj!!h 
tbey are too long to quote. He found t hr~e manateeks on the 
shore, occupied by about fifty mell, women and chtldren. Upon 
being surprised, they sho..-ed "the utmost consteration." but as 
they became convinced of Buchan's friendly purpose. "e1·ery· 
thine promised the utmost cordi~lity." •· For thrt-e hours a<.d 
a half there was complete amity," the visitors beillg ella;:~go:d in 
conciliatory endeavours towards them. 
The English party bad brought considerable gifts for the 
Indians as sic;ns of good-will; but most unfortunately through 
hardship and difficulty in travel, these had been left some dis-
tance down stream. 
Herein lay the error leading to misfortune. When the time 
came for distribUiion these were not forthcoming. fhe India as 
1.111derstood that they had been left at the outlet of tbe Lake, 
and proceeded there with the British. 
Their suspicions were arouied, for with these children of the 
forest the deceits and cruelties of the Whites in days gone by 
must have left an abiding memory. 
However, lea~·ing two of his men, who ltad volunteered to 
remain behind with the Beothics as a guarantee of trustfulness, 
and taking two of the Indians with the rest of his party, Lieut. 
Buchan went back for the gifts. 
The unfortunatt tragedy almost uturally occurred. The 
suspicion, and the misundersunding gave rise in the mind of 
the Chief (it is said) to the idea that the British had come to 
spy out their camp, and had golle back for more men and instru-
ments for their destruction. 
Each "hostage" in turn slipped away (four had gone from the 
Indian camp to the outlet of the Lake), and when the Britisb 
returned they "found to their horror the bodies of the tt~~•o 
sailors-James Butler, corporal, and T homas Bouthland, private 
of marines-lying decapitated on the shore." Their beads had 
been taken a"'ay, to be found after111·ards impaled upon poles. 
They Jay some distanco! apart, backs upward and with feet 
towards the Lake, perhaps ~ith some significance of warning. 
They were stripped ; each bad been pierced in the back, the 
corporal 'Nith 011e, the marine with three arrows. The Indians 
had fled. 
That the Beothics had during the long years of violence 
become equally murderous and blood·thirsty cannot be gainsaid. 
Their trust in the Whites had been shattered, and their suspi-
cions aroused by repeated acts of bad faith and t reachery, and 
there was nothing for them in their unreasoned hatred but to 
retaliate and resist with all their po~er, It •ns a sad end inc, 
and the rest is easy to understand. 
Mary Marc h. 
We cannot do better than to quote in its entirety the follow-
ing account of this native woman, quoted from a small publica-
tion written by a worthy fri~nd of ours, W. W. Blackall, D.C.L., 
M.B E., former Superintendent of Education, Newfoundlud. 
Doctor B!ackall secures his facts from the writincs of the late 
James P. lio .. ·ler, Geologist~ Ne~~o·foulldland Survey, etc. We 
quote with the full permission of the writer-Ur. Blackall. 
T he capture of tht" llative Benthic woman subs~quently know11 
as Mary March ''was tllected ill 18 19 by :\fr. john Peyton, 
Justice of the l'eace of T111·illingat~. 
" Durillg these tim~s the settlers or colollists sufferf'd a creat 
deal of annoyance from thr Heothuc..ks "ho would come down 
to the s~a.front and ~teal th~ property of the fbh~rmen, takinc 
awa} such things as sails, lines, nets, hooks, axes, cooking 
utensils, etc. There were probably three reasons for their con-
duct in this matter. First, they had a ereat desire to possess 
the property, particularly the things made of iron. They knew 
litde or nothi11g about the makinK of iron implements, and so 
were very anxous indeed to eet them. Secondly, these unfor-
tunate people were hunteo and hounded do.-n to such an extent 
that they had by this time be~n reduced to quite a small nun1ber 
and foulld it exceedillcly difficult to live. I n enry di1ection 
they were barred. I do not think there is any doubt at all that 
during these years the actual want of food and other necessarie1 
of life compelled the Beothics to come to the sea·front to get 
food, or at all events the means of securing food. Third, they 
had been treated and subjected to extreme cruelty f•r so many 
years by the colonists and others, that one cannot be surprised 
to find in them a spirit of retaliation ud re\'enge. They must 
ha.ve considered the !ettlers as bitter enemies, and probably 
5ought opportunities of taking ven,2;eance upon them. 
"There was living at this time in the ~orthern town of Twil-
lingate a gentleman by the name of John Perton, a Justice of 
the Peace. In the summer of 1818 he was superintending 
salmon fishing operations up the Exploits River, and on a certain 
night a boat of bis, filled with fishinc gear of various sorts, and 
with other tbin1:s, was attached to his wharf in readiness for a 
fishing excursion on the followill( morning. Durinc the ni~ht 
the boat was taken away with all its contents. Mr. Peyton sus-
pected that tbe Indians had done the mischief, and so on the 
followin~: morning gave chase. He found the boat some dis-
tance up the river, but all its COiltents cone. He searched the 
neighbourhood for tbe guilty parties, but in vain, and one can 
imagine that Mr. Peyton did not feel .-ery well pleased. Later 
in the year he was in St. John's, and made it his business tQ 
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report the whole matter to the Governor, Sir Charles Hamilton, 
who gave him authority to search for the $!olen property, and if 
possible to capture one of the Indians. 
"Mr. Peyton was not able to undertake the excursion into tbe 
countrr in the fall of the year, and determined to wait until the 
spring of t819, whe1 he would be able to take advanta~:,e of the 
ice for travelling purposes; so all preparations were made for 
an ex~dition of search to be made in the month of March, 
\Vhen the time arri\•ed, Mr. Peytoo, accompanied by other men, 
ll'ent up the Exploits River until he reached Red Indian Lake, 
and there by careful manoeuvrings he was able te do as Captain 
Buchan had done some years before; namely, to take by sur-
prise three manateeks filled with me11, women and children ; but 
the Indians were not taken so completely by surpris. on this 
occa:oion as they had been OP the occasion when Capt. Buchan 
came upon them. All of them ran for the wood1. It was noticed, 
however, that one of the Bt-othucks could not run quite so fast 
as the fltherll, and so Mr. Peyton himself, being a young a11d 
able man, determined to civechase. He ran as fast ashe could 
after the Indi~ns, 11'hO was bgging ~hind, and the n•.st of his 
party followed him. Gradually he overtook the obj~ct of his 
cAa~e, who, as soon as Mr. Pto)tOn got quite near, threw huself 
dowA on tbe ice, opened h< r cassock a11d ~xposed her bosom to 
show she was a fen>ah: and to appeal to his manhood. For the 
purpose of showing that he had no evil intentions. he threw 
aside his gun, and making all .~igns possible of friendship, ap-
proached the femille and ~ho k hands with h~r. He then pro-
ceeded to lead her back to his p~rty, but as soon as he began 
to do this one of tile male Indians came to her re~cue and 
demanded that Mr. Peyton should give her up, but Mr. Pe)tOn 
was determined not to do so, and in ~pite of the earnest entreaty 
of the Indian man he p!OCHd<d to lead the "0n1an away. 
Thereupon the man opened his cassock, took out an axe with 
shining blade that was concealed there and wa.~ about to split 
the head of Mr. Peyton. Fortunately some of the rest of the 
party had then come up, and in order to save Mr. Peyton's life 
a fellow shot and killtd the India11. This of course was most 
unfortunate, but it isd ,fficult to think what else could have been 
done under the circumstance~. 
"Full of regret at the incident, Mr. Peyton took the woman 
down the river and placed her in the care of the Rev. John 
Leigh, Episcopal Missionary statiCJned at Twillingate. Her 
Indian name was Dema~duit. She also appears to have had a 
second name, Waunathoake; but among the English peoplt, 
because she was caught 111 the month of March, she was namtd 
Mary March. 
"Later in the year the Rev. Mr. L~igh took Mary March to 
St. John's, where she was received by His Excellency the Gov-
ernor and treated with the greatest kindness by the people of 
the City. Laden with prestnts, she v.·as at a later date taken 
back to Twlllingat e and arrangements "ere made for ltStorinc: 
her to her people in the hope that she might be..:ome the means 
of reconciliation. His Majesty's sloop" Drake" was set aside 
for the purpose, Mary March put aboard as guide and inter-
preter, and the ma~y runs, tickles and islands <'f Notre Dame 
Day were searched in the hope that the party might come across 
some of the Beothucks; but summer pused in this work and to 
no purpose, as oo Indians were found. 
"She wu brought back to Twillingate, ud Captain Buchan 
'll'as appointed to take her with a party aboard H.M.S. "Grass-
hopper" up the fuploits River, where it was hoped he micbt 
come in coatact with the Indians and throuch the mens of 
Mary March effect a reconciliation ; but as bad luck would have 
it, the poor woman died on the ship on the way up the rivtr. 
Captain Buchan had a coffin made for her, placed her i>l it with 
all sorts of presents and articles she had treasured, and had 
arrows made in I ndian fashion, and other such tbin:s for purpose 
of presentation to the lndiaos, should he meet any. His idea 
was that he would take the body up the river in the hope of 
finding Indians; con~~quently, up the river he went as far as 
Red Indian Lake, but not one Red Indian did he meet. At 
Red Indian Lake be found the three manateeks where Mary 
March had been found in the previous year. There, in order 
that the body might be preserved froRJ injury by wolves a11d 
other wild animals, it lO'aS slung on high poles in the hope that 
the Indians themselves might come alonr after the departure of 
Captain Buchan and his party and bury the body in the usual 
manner. This, it 11'as afterwards found from another Indian 
that was captured, is exactly what happened. 
"Mary March was captured in the spring of 1819, and was 
bunied near the spot of her capture in the spring of 1820. 
"It was afterwards ltarned from the Indian of the next story 
(Shanandithit), that the man who so bravely faced death in 
defence of Mary March was her husband, Nonosbawaut." 
It is said of Mary March that she died of "consumption," 
and being buried as the above relate~, that her coffin was subse· 
quently Sf'en by the ttaveller Cormack when visiting Red Indian 
Lake in t827. 
The sto1y of Demasduit \Vaunathoake, Mary March, is most 
pitiful. We picture to ourselves a like occurence with ourselves 
as the actor~, the" Indians" they the Wbites, \\'ethe" Indians." 
Tht re are in the sc~nethe helpless White woman, chased, 
captured and at the mercy of the barbarous " Indian." Who 
among~! us but would, had we the chivalry and courage ~hown 
by Nono-bawsut, have not rulihed to the d~fence of the beloved? 
Who amongst us in the last resource, but ~<ould have cloven 
the htad of the m~nacing "Indian?" And the long year with 
its meaningless parade among the very per~ons \\ho had so 
cruelly bereaved her of her husband and her kind I In common, 
!O'ith this as l"ith every such tale, no matter what the purpose of 
the h~artless cruelty, our sympathi~s do not go along with it. 
NoT~-The portrait of Mary March, Demasduit Waunathoaka, was 
painted by lady (Sir Cha•les) Hamilton, G<>Hmor ,s,S-o&zs, and'" now 
amongstlh~ Archi•·esof th~ Countoy, She i• depicted .,·uoing native 
dres•. Her featur~t ue rejtular wnh littl~ difference to the European, 
~ve th~ keen look m the ~yes,chaoacteris tic no doubt of her racial life and 
habitofoboe"·ation. 
It iA ea•ey no"' to s~e the error in john l'eyton's expedition. The force-
ful holdin~~:and takingal'·aythe I''Onoan. He •hould not have laid hands 
upon her, but waited the conoing of he• husband and uil>e,andhiso .. ·n 
men in turn and aU unarmed-as he already 01as. Ther• was too great 
haste; it mightandohouldhavetakendaystoelfectapeaceapproach. 
(To be Continued.) 
On the King's Beach. 
Dy Robe rt Gear MacDonald. 
" \Vi1'11 many fn•s and many heartfelt sighs 
For my dear Country, do !linger here." 
-Wordsworth (words slightly transposed). 
I stand upon the tong·hi~toric Beach, 
Heneath the emblemsofou• Country's might 
lntin,•ofWiir-theg~ndfamiliarsight 
]..,etbemillionthtime; the Harbour reach, 
The Hills, the Narro,.·s,atillbeloved each; 
Firstthingsloaw, my infancy's delight, 
Andstillthesame,a\·istadark or bright 
Asdoudorsunohine rules, IOiMpire or teach. 
Thou, OmyCountry,thou an sore buet 
Bydrcumstancethatprompts tl.y boding 'IOns 
To 1ad be .. ildered thought, and fears; butltt 
Them pray for courage •nd a burt at once 
Subduedandhopeful;aoucbseuonruno 
To dare and toocbieve,andconquer yeti 
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Tjm Crosses the Ferry. 
AN INCIDENT FROM LIFE, 
By Capt. Leo C. Murphy. 
1.0 Tn1 had crossed the Ferry! Timothy 
--<lne of the stock whose people had 
always reached four score years or more 
before they realized the meaning of "the 
sere and yellow leaf." 
A fine man he was-firm, honest and upright, but 
with a mind of his own. Inclined, sometimes, to 
take the very opposite view if he thought you were 
trying to slight a friend; and one who could take 
confidences, and keep them, too. 
To see him walking his gaJ1e,y, smoking peace-
fully, you woldd never think that he had sailed the 
Seven Seas; that he had vivid recollections of the 
South African War, that he had been South with 
the Naval Reserve and wanted to go when the 
Great Conflict broke out in 1914. 
Poor Old Tim-the memory of him was with all 
these people who had followed the long windir.g 
road to where the" tawny iichen glows on marble, 
spattering the timeless prose of epitaph." !low 
soon a life is read! 
Tim's heart was wrapped up in his only grand-
son-a little two year, smiling, touseled headed 
young chap, who eYen at that age seemed wonder-
fully precocious. I te anticipated the old man's 
movements-he fished out his slippers from a 
remote corner of the kitchen, and watched quietly 
at the gate, awaiting the return of "Gramp" from 
his afternoon stroll. 
Naturally, he was called "Timothy," and re-
sponded promptly to the name. It was amusing to 
see the two of them walking slowly out the aveuue 
and around the road on the occasions when the 
weather-and good temper-permitted this exerci~e. 
They say that when the Old Gentleman was 
passing on that his son and daughter-in-law waited 
by the bed for some final message from the kindly, 
calm figure resting there, but he seldom asked for 
anything. The younger Timothy was to have the 
Homestead, the furniture, the farm-lands on the 
hill-aU his. Another "Tim" must carry on, and 
keep things going. 
When the dawn did come on the last day for 
"Old Timothy," the group waited. Only once or 
twice did the eyes flicker, and the lips move. His 
son-Yes; he recognized him; the young wife; a 
little smile, too. Was it the boy? They brought 
him in, solemnly, this little mystified youth. Ah 
yes, that was it. The old man looked so anxiously-
ever so anxiously-at his namesake; the mouth 
mo\'ed; the lips twitched. "Tim," came the 
whisper. "Timothy." Then that long, tired sigh, 
and he fell into that sleep which knows no dreams I 
It was all over. Tim's son crossed the pond, 
under the gray air and the still sky of early March. 
Across the frozen glass-like surface he faced the 
blast of the chill wind and tackled the last hundred 
yards or so homeward. 
H e had left the Old Man behind him. The loyal, 
confidant friend of his youth and middle age. In 
the house the fire burned cheerfully; the light was 
bright, and at the end of the table the son and heir 
sat indifferently in his high chair. Evidently dis-
pleased, he was distributing his boiled egg generously 
over the cloth. 
"Spoiled boy," said his Mother. 
"Here, daddy," hert>," came from the lad, as he 
stretched out a spoonful to his Father. 
"Hello, old man," was his Daddy's greeting. 
An hour or so later, Tim's son went out into the 
March air, and stood under the tree near the well-
house. He looked out to where the City was veiled 
in the evening. The branches kept the moonlight 
from him, so that it fell everywhere else-over the 
snow-clad fields and far, far away, and on the win-
dows of the old house behind, which was now the 
property of his boy. 
Old Tim had crossed the Ferry, and another Tim 
would one day take the sculling oar! 
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Newfoundland's Rkodes Scholar, 1939 
1"'111-: coveted honour of Rhodes Schnlar has this 
\.,. year been awarded to 1\Ir. Fabian A. O'Dea, 
son of lion. J. V. and 1\Jr .... O'Oea of this city. 
To his friends and acquaintances this comes as no 
surprise. Fabian h1s always been pro·ninent among 
the leaders in the class-room and on the field. 
From his entrance into St. Bon<t\'t:nture's in 1923 
until his graduation in 1934 the light-hearted enthu-
siasm that marked his cverv effort was as much a 
source of admiration to his teachers as of emulation 
to his class-mates. lie always secured a place of 
distinction in his grades and in competitive sports. 
He did his junior college work at the Memorial Uni-
versity College. For the completion of his arts 
course he selected St. Michael's an affiliate college 
of the University of Toronto where he is specializing 
in Political Science. lie is the first St. Michael's 
man to rect.:ive the Rhodes Scholarship. 
Not only is he a distinguished student but also 
an outstanding athlete. In track and field events 
he excelled, having won on two occasions the St. 
Bonaventure's Victor Ludorum cup. He also 
played on the College hockey and basketball teams. 
Fabian's esthetic tastes are commensurate with 
his intellectual and physical attainments as is 
e\·idenced by his membership in the Oratorical Club 
of St. 1\lichael':. Theta lJclta Chi claims him as a 
member and as one of the Dramatic Club he is in 
the ca~t of ·• The Fir;.t Legion.' 
In September Fabian will go to Oxford, that 
famous centre of world culture, where he will study 
law. \\'e feel sure that the honours brought to the 
O'Dea bmily b\' r-ot iss Agnts O'LJcrt, H.A., also a 
graduate of St. i\lichatl's,and by 1\lr. Francis O'Dea 
student of Medicine, National University, Dublin, 
will be augmented by the brilliant work of the 
Rhodes S(holar-elect. Mr. Fabian A. O'Dea. 
Artist's Sketch of the New St. Clare's Hospital showing the original building on the right. 
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Our Little Rivers. 
CHAPTER VI.-" THE " LITTLE RIVER. 
By W. J. Browne. 
N the West Coast of Newfoundland, that 
is \Vest of the Topsails, the rivers, like 
the climate and the soil, are superior to 
those on the East Coast. In fact the 
strip of coast line from Bonne Bay to 
Port-aux-Basques, in addition to possessing the most 
beautiful scenery contains a group of salmon rivers 
that is uniqu~. for in that stretch of one hundred 
forest and looked out over the rich meadows beyond 
the gleaming river to the white cottages on the 
mountain's lower slopes, are fascinated as if by a 
fairy spell and year after year until they die, like the 
swallow and the st:tr!ing, they collle North to this 
half forgotten val!cy of the Little Codroy. 
The salmon too, unlike those which come up the 
streams of Avalon, seem content to loiter in the 
l.ITTLE KlVEK, CODKO\' 
"The moot 'erene of all these rh·er s winds it• way to the •ea·· 
l'hoto by J, C. Parsons 
and fifty miles there arc over a score of them with 
the finest fishing in the world. 
About twenty miles from the Railway terminus 
at Port-aux-Basqucs at the foot of the wooded slopes 
of the snow-capped Table Mountain, the most serene 
of all these ri\·ers wind its way to the sea, in a 
stately. queenly fashion, with unhurrying pace, as if 
it wished to take in all the superb and glorious 
scenery that spreads afar on either bank; visitors 
who come from sunny climes in the South once 
they haye stood with their backs to the retreating 
lower reache~. and after they have gained the pools 
show no madcap haste to lea\·e them, especially 
when they have become hooked, in trying to drown 
a most annoying little silver grey or brown hackle 
that may have been peeping at them all day. T he 
most beautiful places that I have seen all have 
something in common, that may be called grand, it 
is so satisfying, but may also be called peaceful. 
Little River possesses that mysterious charm which 
I cannot describe but can only suggest by saying 
that if there were no work to do, most of the fish-
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ennen I know would be content to spend their 
summers along the green banks of Little River. 
They called it Little River because it was little in 
comparison with its neighbour and partner, the 
Grand Codroy, but it is not little like the rivers I 
have already described. There are about three 
miles of fishable tidal water where you travel by 
boat before you enter the actual river; after that, 
there are runs and pools but no falls for several 
miles. All along the river there is a path to take 
you from one pool to another. You may cross the 
river by the bridge above the" Widows" Pool but 
in low water there are one or two fordable places 
The centre from which the fishing on this river 
is done is "Afton Farm," the homely hotel of the 
Tompkin~ family. For anybody who really likes 
fishing and talking about fishing thi;; is the place 
he must go; for although other com'ersation is not 
absolutely prohibited under pain of fine or imprison-
ment, it has come to be an accepted thing that for 
at least one month of the year from say, the middle 
of June to mid-July. everyone is interested only in 
the theory and practice of the arts of fishing. 
Sometimes, of course, after a record is broken, or 
a man catches his first forty-pounder, on especial 
conditions like the!<c, but only after dinner, there 
may be songs and dancing in celebration of the pis-
catorial triumphs. Otherwise it is all fishing unless-
! think readers will under:.tand if I omit any refer-
ences to indiscretions. 
Here you may have all the comforts of a horne, 
and all the privileges of a fishing club, and "who 
could wish for more?" It has been told of the late 
Father McCarthy, that adventurous and distingu-
ished Jesuit who once said Mass above the Grand 
Falls of Labrador, that when he got off at Tompkins 
Station he looked around and said: "This wi!l 
never do. It is too much like home to me. I came 
here for a rest, and I shall not be able to sleep 
unless there are some falls around." So they had 
to take him up the river to a cabin built above the 
falls, where he might feel he was out in the forest 
alone. I do not believe he did much salmon fishing 
although I know he had a marvellous outfi~. 
Most people get more pleasure from fishing when 
they have comfort as well, and so they prefer to stay 
at the Farm and live under its iron discipline. 
In the busy season, pools are drawn by lot each 
evening. The pool you draw will be yours until 
t p.m. After that, a fisherman may fish where-
e\·er he finds a pool free. 
After breakfast of grape fruit, porridge and cream 
and bacon and eggs, you and your guide go off to 
your pool. He looks at the sky, notes the direction 
of the wind, and having soaked your cast and tcsll!d 
it and the line and the reel and the rod, he carefully 
picks out the fly he thinks best suited for the day. 
After he has looked into the dark depths of a pool 
he will tell you where to stand-about ten feet back 
from the river-and show you where to cast so that 
your line may swing out. Perhaps it is a poor day, 
the river may be low and the fish logy. You must 
then try another fly, and then another and another, 
and so on until you feel that the book of flies you 
prized so highly was only good to be thrown away 
on sea trout. 
You stop fishing for lunch on the river bank. lf 
you are lucky you may have grilled salmon and 
"\'OUR IUOK OF FI.H:S-ONI.\' GOOD TO HF. TIIR!)\\':\ 
AWA\" 0~ SE" T!<I)Ur ·-LIKE TllESE I 
toast, but if your luck i" out you must be content 
with macaroni and tomato or pork and beans and 
lashings of hot buttered toast and tea. Some of the 
guides arc expert fishermen, and some are expert 
cooks. He is twice blest who gets a guide profi-
cient in the t"'-'O arts. After lunch you may feel 
drowsy, the sandy shore is very comfortable, and 
after all, the whole afternoon is before you; or you 
may be one of those who can't keep still, and as 
soon as you're done eating you want to be trying a 
new fly. Each man has his choice, he may make 
fishing an end in itself or a means to an end. 
In contrast with the rivers on the East Coast, the 
fish in Little River are of much larger size and are 
divided into two classes-grilse and salmon. Grilse, 
which are fish who have not yet spawned, may weigh 
as high as seven pounds, but the salmon are 
larger; at Little River the proportion of salmon to 
grilse is higher than on some of the other ri\·ers on 
the West Coast. 
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I l-ave never caught anything at Tidal \Vater 
although it is here the largest fish, and on some days; 
the most fish, are caught. You have to be keen to 
fish Bull Run and Deadman's with a west wind 
blowing your line out of the water at every cast. I 
once spent a most enjoyable day fishing Cold Brook, 
which is right under the Railway line. I was anxi-
ous that day to catch a fish, as I wished to bring it 
with me on the Express which was leaving that 
evening, so that I might ha\·e it fresh as a present 
to a friend in St. John's. Another fishem1an and I 
made plans the day before. We seltcted Cold Brook 
as the best place, and we began to fish deliberately 
and methodically, and before long we had both 
hooked a grilse but we lost them. lt looked as if 
our choice had been a good one. But it was not so, 
although there were plenty of fish schooling up and 
down between Cold Brook and Kidd's Run causing 
great noise and paying not the slightest attention to 
us. \Ve ate our lunch with resignation, sitting on 
the bank by the alder buo;hes, with the air full of the 
scent of new mown hay as the farmers tirelessly 
gathered the harve~t. 
After a sie~ta, we went back to fishing. The day 
wore on, and at length as the shadO\\S lengthened 
my companion said: 
'
1 Let's go home." 
Just at that moment l fancied l saw a salmon's 
tail moving ~lowly near the fly. I said, "Just a 
minute." 
lie reeled in and watched me. I cast again and 
I got a mce rise. ''Did you see that?" I asked. 
'' Ah, its only a gril!>e. let's go home," he said. 
I was satisfied it \\as no grilse, but whatever it 
was I resolved to see. I lit a cigarette with trem-
bling hands and waited the usual two minutes and 
cast again-splash l and leap! I had hooked him, 
and it was a big salmon, the biggest I had ever 
hooked, by the look of him. He started dQwn 
stream, and as luck would have it, our boat was not 
there. Just at this place is a high clump of alders 
that lean out over the water, so it was necessary for 
me, if I wished to follow my salmon to get along as 
best I could in the deep water beneath the bank. 
By holding on to the alders with my left hand I 
could still hold the rod in the other; but in the 
meantime the salmon was jumping this way and 
that, and it was impossible for me to exercise any 
control over him. The last I saw of this great fish, 
and I can still see him as I write, he had turned 
back, and at the end of about forty yards of line he 
was jumping towards the shore. With this leap the 
fly came out and he was free. 
Luck }las lun kirCer to n·e at Kidd's Run. 
which is the first of the fre~h water pools. It is the 
easiest place on the river to fish. There are a few 
stones sunk in the river near ''hich the salmon lie. 
Just above this run is Kidd's Pool, where I once 
saw from the high meadow bank a huge salmon leap 
high into the air and come down with an immense 
splash. This was the largest salmon l ever saw jump, 
he must have weighed full fifty pounds and seemed 
to be about five feet long. I know how prone fi sh-
ermen are to exaggerate, but l am not exaggerating 
now because l absolutely got a terrible scare when 
this salmon appeared. My first impulse was to look 
around and see if anyone else saw what I saw, anrl 
then I feverishly pulled out line and vainly tried to 
ca"t the fly near the spot where he had jumped. 
A II this anxiety was useless, and I am sure that I 
was glad and relieved that this salmon did not take 
my fly. 
Just above that 5<pot in the shallow portion of 
Kidd's Pool I once tried a big brown dry fly. It 
was a lovely calm Sunday evening in July. I asked 
my wife to stand on the bank where she could see 
the fish, while I stood in the pool behind them. She 
was to call out to rne when the fish would take the 
fly. and I was then to strike. This plan worked well 
up to a point. I fa!'ltened on the huge brown fly to 
a piece of extra fine hard) leader, put the oil dressing 
of kt-rosene and emmulene on the fly and then 
s,,j~ht:d the fly back and forth until I finally let it 
light gently on the \\;:iter about ten yards ahead of 
me. Soon my wife called •· Look-out!" and I pulled, 
but too soon. 
I went through the performance again, and as the 
brown fly floated challengingly near the resting 
salmon. my wife called out again. This time I did 
not pull too soon-no, I pulled too hard, and the 
fine gut broke, and the first salmon I ever hooked 
on a dry fly went off with it in his upper lip. Spruce 
Pool is another good pool for dry fly. and probably 
for greased line fishing, whid1 many fishermen have 
practised for several years on these waters. Country 
Path Pool is a good pool in high water. l remember 
once in the last day of the season, fishing this pool 
from a boat, but not catching anything, although 
my guide hooked a fish and held him for a little 
while. He llSed a very large fly, the largest I had, 
a Thunder and Lightning. l disapproved then of 
large flies but don't do so now Anyway to show 
him he was wrong I put on a much smaller fly, a 
No.4, and almost immediately caught a grilse. This 
was at Chasson's Rock. It was here I caught my 
largest fish one very wet day, and I shall never forget 
the double somersaults he did all over the pool. As 
l watched the guide go after him I thought of that 
story about the great fish that would not come ashore 
but gradually pulled in the guide who would not let 
go and was drowned. 
..  
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In the run above, my wife caught a fish which 
gave plenty of fun because she ha(~ to play it from 
the high left bank. About the same ttme I saw a well-
known American sportsman who had been three or 
four minutes at the" Widow's Pool" clapping with 
a dry fly, hook a fish. He was using a very slight 
rod, four or tive ounces, and the fish_ took him down 
to Country Path although he we1ghed only ten 
pounds. 
At Doucette's Run above the bridge, and just 
below Home Pool, I caught three grilse one day in 
flood water. My guide stood at the end of our boat 
down stream from me and opposite the fish where 
he could see them. He directed me where to put 
the fly and told me when the fish were coming after 
it. Such co-operation was very effective. 
Tompkin's Nose is often full of fish, but it is one 
of those deep pools with muddy boltom, and although 
the fish are schooling and leaping they are rarely in 
the mood to take a fly. I saw my wife raising fish 
in the run many a time by letting her fly bob on the 
crest of the wavelets but she did not catch one. At 
this place a little brook- \ think it is called 
Doucette's Brook-runs down over the hill and joins 
the river. I saw a school of mud trout feeding here 
one day, and being anxious to catch something I 
tried them with a dry fly. They came up after it 
every time, and even attracted a large mud trout 
who seemed only very mildly amused, for he never 
stirred after he saw what was going on. I am at raid 
we condescended to bait a hook with trout's flesh to 
catch that one. He took the bait very greedily, and 
was very much surprised to find he was caught. 
He weighed fi\·e pounds. 
At Delaney's Pool l caught a sea trout that 
weighed about seven pounds, but it is a good pool 
for salmon too, although not so good as The Ford, 
where there is rough water above the pool The 
fish frequently lie in the rapids behind stones, but 
the keen eyes of a guide can see them there quite 
EXACTLY 
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easily. This spotting of the fish is very important, 
for it is absolutely necessary to know if there are 
fish in the pool before you decide to spend the 
day there. 
There is a number of minor pools around here, 
Black Rock, Red Rock No. 2. The Pockets, 
Daggett's Rock, McDonald's, and then you come to 
Aggravation whose name suggests its history. It 
is a beautiful long pool, but a very difficult place to 
hook a fish. 
At Alder Bank above, I think it was, I lost a fish 
through over·anxiety. I had been given a small 
piece of fine Hardy leader to which I attached a 
bright Wilkinson No.6. It would be all right to use 
fine leaders in calm water but in rough water you 
need a strong leader. Being tired of the orthodox 
method of fishing I decided to pull this Wilkinson 
across the rough water. As it leaped and gleamed 
a salmon rose at it and snapped off the leader as 
the reel sang that he was hooked. The good fish-
erman learns from experience, that is he learns from 
his own and other's mistakes what not to do. 
Above this place there are still other pools. Red 
Bank and Green Bank, Big John's, Skinner's and 
the Forks, and as you go up the river the scenery 
gets more beautiful so that even if you catch noth-
ing you still feel that you have had a wonderful day. 
\Vhen you get home and get washed up and have 
your dinner you can sit out on the veranda till the 
bats come around. and listen to the other fishermen 
telling about the fish they've landed or lost. in land-
ing a fish there is a feeling of satisfaction that you 
don't get when you lose one. You enjoy talking 
about the one you've lost, too, but the pleasure is 
bitter sweet. 
And when the lots are drawn for to-morrow's 
pools and the last nightcap's drunk, and mine host 
says" there'll be rain because of that orange sunset 
to-night," you'll go to bed contentedly. full of faith 
and hope and love. 
Trade supplied by GERALD S. DOYLE, Ltd. 
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UGEXIO CARDlN,\L PACF.U.I was elected 
Pope March 2nd and took the name of 
Pius XII on his si:..:ty-third birth-day 
after one of history's shortest conclaves. 
He was chosen on the third ballot of the 
first day of voting. Pope Pius X II the 262nd Pontiff 
and the spiritual ruler of 3Jr,soo.ooo Catholics and 
the temporal sovereign of Vatican City just 2odays 
alter the death of Pope Pius whom he served as 
Papal Secretary of State for eight years. He is the 
first Pope ever to have been in North America. As 
Papal Secretary of State he went to United States 
in 1936 and was received by President Roosevelt. 
Many people fainted in the crush of 150,000 per-
sons who jammed St. Peter's Square to receive the 
benediction from the tall, thin, ascetic diplomat 
who was raised by his brother Princes of the Church 
to the Vicarage of Christ. 
This popular election was accomplished in three 
ballotings within twenty-four hours after the sixty-
two Cardinals, the full member~hip of the Sacred 
College, were locked in secret conclave. How many 
votes were received in the ballotings is something 
that may never be known. 
The succession of the former Papal Secretary of 
State has brought expressions of marked satisfaction 
from most capitals but apparently caused some dis-
appointment in Berlin. 
The first reactions of the Italian press were favour-
able. The democracies heard of the election with 
gratification. Great Britain and France looked to 
the new Pope with keen hope for the future in which 
the Vatican will play an even greater role than eve r 
toward peace and respect for individual human rights. 
In the new Pope the Catholic world has the most 
widely travelled Pontiff in history, and millions in 
many countries have had intimate glimpses of him 
in the course of his missions abroad. 
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"THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE" p JLOT All-.,.Wave World: Wide RAflO. 
New 1939 Radios 
Built especially for dependable World- Wide 
RECEPTION rn any land. 
RADIO PARTS. 
Tubes, 
Batteries, 
Antenna Kits, 
Speakers, 
Replacement Parts 
always in stock. 
RADIO SERVICE. 
We have the best 
Radio Service Shop 
in Newfoundland. 
All makes of Radio 
Sets Repaired 
at Lowest Prices. 
CHARLES HUTTON & SONS, 
Hutton Building, .:f. 222 Water Street, ST. JOHN'S, NF"LD. 
NEW OVERLAND ·: 
CROWDED WITH SENSIBLE FEATURES 
NEw I Ovtrtand engine ••• Drive the New Overland. 
• 27% more power ;',~:~o:~;-:=~~~~h;:~:;! 
NEW! 
NEW! 
ance surpasses thar of many 
Oversize, other cars. You'll revel in 
hydraulic brakes the roominess, with big 
space for luggage. Ask also 
longer.. . =~s~::~h;PJ~;;~~~:::~:{ ;n~ 
Roomier passenger car. 
T . A. MACNAB & CO., LTD .. 
DISTRIBUTORS. P. 0. Bu 785. 
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Government Publications. 
BuLLETIN No. Trru:. Bv. DATE. 
SERVICE BULLETINS. 
Free 1938 
1938 
1938 
1938 
1938 
1938 
Pink Fish-Its Cause and Prevention. \V. F. Hampton 
5 The Dogfish and How it can be used. W. F. Hampton 
6 T rout and Their Conservation. Nancy Frost 
7 Production and Composition of Commercial Salt. Anna M. Wilson 
8 Newfoundland Fishes, A Popular Account of 
Their Life Histories (Parts I and 11). Nancy Frost 
Approved Methods of Handling Codfish for 
Salting and Drying. W. F. I Iampton 
Production of Fish Meal with Simple Home-
1939 
1939 
Made Equipment. J. F. Murphy 
Fish Meal and Its Uses. Anna ~1. W ilson 
RESEARCH BULLETINS. 
Some Fishes of Newfoundland Waters Anna 'M. Wilson and 
Nancy Frost :we. 1938 
The Genus Ceratium and its Use, etc. Anna M. Wilson 1938 
ECONOMIC BULLETINS. 
Report of Fishery Enquiry Commission. soc. 1937 
Report of Fishery Research Committee. 25c. 1937 
U. S. A. Fishery Market Survey. J. Maurice Free 1937 
l\lethods of Production and Curing of Norwegian F ish. Capt. W. II. Foote " 1938 
OTHER RECENT PUBLICATIONS. 
Customs T ariff 1939· 4oc. 
Report of Comptroller and Auditor General 1937-8. soc. 
Copies of the above and full particulars regarding other Government Publications may be obtained 
on application to the Supplies Division, Department of Public W orks. 
LET'S CO-OPERATE 
Let us look after you, should you 
have an accident with your car. 
Our rates are low, our service is high. 
Newfoundland's first insurance company. 
THE PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO., LTD. 
OF LONDON. 
W . & G. RENDELL, 
Agents since 1804. 
' '0 ur 0 '' wn 
Bread and Cakes 
of the Highest Quality. 
l\Iany Pleasing Varieties. 
Outport Enquiries Solicited. 
Best by Test. 
EAST END BAKERY, Ltd. 
INSURE WITH CONFIDENCE SUBSCRIBE 
IN THE 
PHOENIX J~~~~~~<;fF HARTFORD 
J. B. MITCHELL, & SON, Ltd., 
AGENTS.--
To "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
Newfoundland . . . . .... So cents per year. 
Foreign Subscription (including 
Canada) . . . . . . . . . . 90 cents per year. 
Nfld. Q•arterly Office, 38 Prucoll Street, St. Job's, Nfld., P. 0. B. [5168. 
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ROOFINGS 
PLUMBING SUPPLIES 
COPPER PIPE, 
BLACK and GALVANIZED PIPE 
and 
F"ITTINGS, ETC. 
James G. Crawford 
'Phone 643. 
P. 0. Box 643- St. John's, Nfld. 
The White Clothing Co., Ltd. 
Wholesale Manufacturers of 
"Victory" Brand Clothing, 
FOR MEN AND BOYS. 
Also, Ladies' Coats : Serge, Tweeds, etc., 
American Style. 
Overalls, \Vork Shirts, Pants, Breeks, Raglans. 
Latest designs in Suits, Overcoats, etc. 
Large stocks ready for the trade. 
Merchants, place your order now. 
ACADIA ENGINES Royal [nfield 
Marine and Stationary. 
. ~LSO 
Manufacturers of full 
Diesel Marine Engines. 
Consult us before placing 
Tradesman Motor Carrier! 
SERVICEABLE $320 ECONOMICAL 
For all Trades. Cost 7j of a cent per mile . 
Equipped with 3 Wheel Brakes, Lights, 
Legshields, Windshield. 
your order elsewhere. .$ Four Types Bod;es foro 
Butcher, Grocer, Milk Delivery, Etc. 
Carrying Capacity Three Hundred Weight. 
ACADIA GAS ENGINES, NIGHTINGALE MOTORS, Ltd. 
-LIMITED.- FEA VER'S LANE, St. John's. 'Phone 355. 
CONSTANT USE OF HLONG DISTANCE" 
Speeds Up Business Transactions. 
-USE IT OFTENER.-
AVALON TELEPHONE SYSTEM. 
Willen writin&: to Adn:rtiseTJ kindly meAtioc "The Ncwfou11dland Quarterly." 
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FOR "SPRING" CLEANING 
IT PAYS "FAST TO LIGHT," 
TO f'OR llWATER FAST," 
REMEMBER "CROWN BRAND" 
Templeton's Wall Papers. 
PRICES FROM l2c. UP. 
WHOLESALE and RETAIL. 
CO A 'LIT A R rrotect ~n~~~.rroperty. 
We are now p<epared to Niagara fire Insurance Company 
supply the Trade with this f N Y k 
High Quality Product, 0 eW Or • 
!\lade in Newfoundland. 
GENUINE COAL TAR 
is supplied in 40 Gallon Leak-proof Drums, 
20 Gallon Barrels, and Half-Barrels. 
Phone 2782. 
St.John's Gas Light Co. 
Offices : T . A. Building, 
Duckworth Street. 
---=- limited. 
Steamship owners, Agents and Operators 
Operating Regular Sailings to 
Mediterranean, 
Oporto, Brazil 
and West Indies. 
Water Street, tast, St. John's, Nfld. 
Canadian Department: Montreal, 
W . E . BALDWIN, Manager. 
Incorporated in 18so. 
Has been over 70 years in business. 
Unexcelled reputation for SERVICE, 
SECURITY and PROMPT PAYMENTS. 
A. T. GOODRIDGE, 
Ayre's Cove. Agent for Newfoundland. 
Highest Quality Meats. 
Sausages a Specialty. 
Telephone 2483. 168 Duckworth Street. 
W. & L. KELLY, .ll-
(Successors to James Kelly) 
Anatomical Shoe Makers 
Pbooe 1556 W. 12 Barnes Road. 
Wlle11 wntmi to Adnrt1scr1 kmdly mcDUOII "The Ncwfou~~odla11d Quarterly." 
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C. T. 5. 
Phone 980 .JI. Phone 980 
Crotty Taxi and 
Service Station, 
Five and Seven Passenger Cars. 
Office and Garage Theatre Hill. 
Cars all Heated Radio Equipped. 
Your patronage to us means a better sen·ice to you. 
Service Station : 
Gag, Oils, Accessories, Tyres Changed and Repaired 
Cars Washed, Simonized and Greased 
by men Experts at their Job. 
We also carry a full line of Tyre Pate her, Cement, etc. 
Give us a trial; you will be satisfied. 
P. J. CROTIY, Proprietor. 
Phone gao. 
BACCALIEU 
COO LIVER OIL 
(Illustrious as the famous Island) 
Fresh and easy to take, 
Suitable for Children. 
For better Pies, Cakes and Biscuits use 
Swift's Jewel Brand Shortening 
Every good cook knows the glint that hot 
biscuits and crisp-coated fried foods bring to 
hungry eyes-the smiles that greet a perfect 
Pie-the triumph that a Velvet-Crumbled 
Cake can score. 
USE JEWEL 
To give your Pastry that amazing tenderness 
and deliciousness. It Creams quickly and 
easily. Every package of Jewel-the mod· 
erately priced, truly economical Shortening-
will prove Snowy-White, Even Textured, 
consistent in the results it gives. 
JEWEL BRAND, 
The Perfect Shortening, can be bought in One 
Pound Packages, 3, S, 10, 20 and 60 Pound Pails 
at your Grocers. 
A trial will convince. 
THE STORE FOR 
1~1 JJ VALUE 
_j I~ Stoves, Ranges, ~~·j~ i\i~~f'> Cooking Utensils, 
· U rrt':l Tiles and Grates. ~~ GILBA~~~~it~;urners 
~ for Ranges, Hall StMes 
.U_ __ _ and Furnaces. 
JOHN CLOUSTON, Ltd., 
l70-l72-l74 Duckworth Street, St. John's. 
JOB PRINTING .JJ .JJ 
Neatly and Expeditiously done at The Quarterly 
Office, 38 Prescott Street. Sixty years continu-
ous experience in all kinds of Printing if' 
Newfoundland. Personal attention given to 
every class of work. 
JOHN J . EVANS. 
Wben 'll'ntlllf to Advertisers kt•dly ment1011 The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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NEWFOUNDLAND'S F INEST BEER 
India Pale Ale 
Sold at Board of L iquor, Licensed H otels and 
on Newfoundland Railways and Steamers. 
Newfoundland Brewery, Ltd. 
ST. JOHN'S BREWERS 
AND BOTTLERS. 
Phone 575 P. 0. Box 5047E 
Native Flour 
Ask Your firocer for lt. 
T. & M. WINTER, LTD., 
DISTRIBUTORS. 
Labour Saving Electric Appliances .$ 
are becoming more popular every day. 
Now you can get a 
Universal Electric Oven 
with Automatic control 
Roasts, Bakes, Broils. 
No special wiring necessary; 
just plug in the Wall Outlet. 
An all year round appliance, hut especially adapted for 
THE SUMMER MONTHS. 
Gi\'e us a call and let us demonstrate this 
NEW ELECTRIC OVEN. 
Newfoundland Light and rower 
Company, limited, 
Phone 239. 
CITY OF ST. JOHN'S 
~ ~ 
St. John's. 
St. John's Municipal Council. 
Public Notice. 
All persons intending to buy or lease 
land for Building purposes are hereby 
notified before finalizing the purchase 
or lease to apply at the Office of the 
City Engineer, City Hall, for information 
as to whether or not permission will be 
given to erect houses or other buildings 
on the said land. 
J. J. MAHONY, 
City Clerk . 
City Hall, March, I939· 
Wben writing to Adverti5ers kindly mention "The Newfcundland Quarterly." 
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In every successful Grocery Business to-day QUALITY is 
the Supreme Factor-Don't hope for the Best-BUY 
Purity Biscuits 
and Candies 
AND MAKE SURE. 
PURITY ALL-DAY SUCKERS (2 for 1 Cent), PURITY DAD'S COOKIES, 
P. & A. JAM, PURITY KISSES-Made with Fresh Milk. 
Manufactured and Guaranteed by 
The PURITY FACTORIES, Ltd. 
Newfoundland's foremost manufacturers of BISCUITS and CANDIES. 
M. F. MURPHY CO., 
HAIR DRESSING PARLORS, 
Eot.o.bliob~d 1898-Water Str..,t, mear St..,r'o Cou-opp. QuHD Tbeatre. 
At your Service every business day from 8.30 a.m. 
to 7.30 p.m.; Saturdays, to IO.JO p.m. 
S. E. GARLAND, 
Leading Bookseller, 
J 90 Duckworth Street. 
We specialize in 
Newfoundland Literature. 
Charles F. Gamberg, 
PAINTER and DECORATOR. 
~i~ 
Residence and Workshop: 21 Barnes Road, 
'Phone 1853R. St.John'•• Nfld. 
RAWLINS CROSS GROCERY, 
W. J. MURPHY, 
-DEALER IN-
Provisions, fine firoceries, fruits, 
fresh Meats, sausages, Uc. 
140 Military Road, 75 Pruooll Str..,t, ""d 148 Wat.r Str..,l Wool. 
TELEPHONES 3200 and 3201. 
SQUIRES & SAUNDERS 
Barristers, Solicitors and Notaries. 
LAW AND INSURANCE OFFICES. 
TELEPHONES 707 & 703. 
198 Water Street, St. John's, Nfld. 
Lilwrence Brothers, Limited. 
CARRIAGE and SLEIGH BUILDERS, 
Automobiles Painted and Hoods Reeovered, 
Embalming and Funeral Directing 
attended to 
Telephones! f'aclory, 705: Night and Holldaysr 236. 
P. 0. nox E~062. 
139 Gower Street. St. John's, Nfld. 
ASK YOUR RETAILER FOR 
Superior Brand Ready to Wear Clothing. 
_,. MANUFACTURED BY .,_ 
Newfoundland Clothing Company, Ltd. 
When writing to Advertisers kindly mentio11. "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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NEWFOUNDLAND RAILWAY 
THE OVERLAND ROUTE 
Ready and 
.)/, .)/, 
anxious to serve your $ $ 
every Transportation Requirement. 
Ship and Travel "Overland" for Service Unexcelled. 
HARVEY & Co., Ltd. 
(Established 1 767 ) 
ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND. 
Importers and Wholesale Provision Merchants. 
Owners and Operators of Cold Storage Plants and 
Smoke· Houses. 
Buyers and Exporters of all Newfoundland and Labrador 
Producb. 
Owners and Outfitters for Steam T rawlen and Banking 
Schooners. 
Shipowners and Shipping Agents. 
AGENTS FOR 
Furness-Red Cross Line, 
Newfoundland-Canada Steamships, 
Pan-American Airways, Inc., 
Imperial Airways, Ltd. 
ALSO 
Correspondenb Board of Underwriters of New York. 
HEAD OFFICE - - ST. JOHN'S, 
""ith Branches at 
8elleoram, 
Corner Brook, 
Bay Bulls, 
and Rose Blanche. 
Corrupondente Invited. Cable Addr-eu: HARVEY. 
TRY OUR 
Midland Coal. 
It has all the qualities desired. 
No dust, No clinker, No white ash. 
A. E. Hickman Co.,Ltd. 
Mcfiuire's Bakery, Ltd. 
Make your home happy 
by becoming a user of 
McfiUIIlt'S " UCU BllUD" 
undoubtedly the best loaf on the market. 
-ALSO-
Try one of their Apple or Apricot Pies 
they are simply delicious. 
McGUIRE'S BAKERY, Limited 
BOND STREET, 
P . O . BOX E 5303. Phone 794. 
Wben writin1 to Advertisers ki• dly mention " The Newfoundlud Quarterly." 
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Job Brothers & Co., Ltd., 
ST. JOHN "S. NEWFOUNDLAND. 
f.icncral Merchants and [xporters of Newfoundland Products. 
Codfish, Cod Oil, Cod Liver Oil, Seal Oil and Skins, Frozen Fish, 
" Hubay" and "Labdor" Brand Frozen Salmon, Berries, &c. 
Provisions, Groceries, Naval Stores, Fishing Supplies, Salt, &c. 
MOREY'S COAL 
Welsh and American Anthrac ite, North Sydney Screened Coal, Besco Coke. 
AGENTS FOR: 
Royal Insurance Co., Ltd., Liverpool (Fire and L ife), National Fire Insurance Co., of Hartford, 
Union Marine and General Insurance Co., Ltd.. Liverpool. 
MANAGERS OF: 
Ungava Steamship Company, Limited.-5.5." Ungava," S.S. "Neptune." 
13eautlJ 06i(letf1 ;Joreuer. 
.. ffiarli &uer\1 Pfot." 
Those who love ~nd remember 
have a sacred mi .. ion topuform. 
The •election of a suitable 
memorial is the final tribute that 
loving cao~ can beotO"t<. 
A Moaa...,at or Hudltoae car.ed 
andletteredbythe Sl.m.or sculp-
tonandani•ts, mean• everlaatir.g 
uti of action 
Weu•eonlya•pecialg.,.deof 
l~stseleo:tedMuW..~"hiteorblue. 
Write to-day for a O..autifu 
selectionofphotosandmailordu 
f"""'====='=Pifo~eta~~ep~i~=~::;' tbat made the 
------1/" n1me famous 
THE MASTER CRAFTSMEJrf OF MEMORIAL ART. 
Skinner's Monumental Works, 
369 Duc kwor-t h Str-eet, 
P.O. Box 42:1 E.rablished 1874· 
The Bennett Brewing Co., 
Limited.-
Brewers and Botllers of Delicious 
GOLDEN LAGER. 
DOMINION ALE, 
DOMINION STOUT. 
HAIG ALE, 
HAIG STOUT. 
Newfoundland Produces no Better Beers 
P. 0. Box 23. Phone 159. 
CLANCY & CO., LTD . 
( Successors to J. D. Ryan. ) 
- Importers of-
Groceries and Provisions. 
Distributors of 
CORONA TEA. 
353 Duckworth Street. St. John' s. Nfld. 
p, 0. Do ~~: 884 ' Phone 40. 
INSURE WITH THE 
QUEEN, 
the Company having the largest 
number of Policy Holders · 
Newfoundland. 
Every satisfaction given in 
settling losses. 
Ofliict: 137 Wattr Strttt, facing Prtscott StrHt 
'P. 0. Box E 5078. T,/,phon• 658. 
GEO. H. HALLEY, Ltd., Agents. 
T. J. POWER, Manaeer. 
When \Yriting to Advertisers kiadly mention "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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ESTABLISHED 1836 
When you require Insurance of any kind 
Write, Phone or Wire 
THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE 
INSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
BOWRING BROTHERS, L TO., 
Agents for Newfoundland. 
• ~,. Honest Value 
-fullweighc-careful delivery-tbar'a 
the way we keep our old customen 
and make new ODat conMa•d71 
~Phoaa cod•7• 
A. HARVEY & CO., Ltd. 
wmt;a8J 
Carnell's Funeral Home 
Uader l~e Maaa1emtal of Caraell'• Carria1e f actory, Ltd., 
Embalmers and funeral Directors. 
Most up-to-date Motor Hearse and Private Ambulance. 
Closed Hearse Open Hearse 
Always a ,·ailablc 
The moM comprehensi,·e ~lock of C u ket s a nd Mounting~ alway o n hand 
A. G. CARNELL, P .... p., GEOFFREY CARNELL, MaaaJn. 
Phonct595 Dar; 1237 Nirht ud Holid•r· 
"Quality Without Extravagance." 
.$ THISTLE'S .$ 
Shoe Repair Service 
24- Hour Service. 
Work called for and delivered. 
Phone 3146. Opp. Bowring's Grocery. 
Parker & Monroe, Ltd . 
The Pioneer 
SHOE HOUSE, 
Le~ding Manufacturers 
~nd Jobbeu of Men's, 
Women's and Children's 
FOOTWEAR. 
Also, Sole Agents for 
" Excel " Long Rubbers. 
Write for Prices. 
ESTABLISHFD 1880, PARKER & MONROE, Ltd., 
Still Going Strong. 
Fire Insurance. 
The Shoe Men. 
Effect it with old, reliable and 
prompt-paying company. 
Cb~ Yorksblr~ 
lnsuranc( C:ompant~. Ctd. 
Losses by GM, Lightning and f'oreot Fires not excepted. A~k f•r n1.1e 
befote insuritlg .,J,ewhcie. All information gladly given. 
McGRATH lr fURLONG, Barrister•, Soliciton & Notary l'ublic, Ageoc 
Office: 263 DuckwOith Street. }'hone 61. 
The Newfoundland Quarterly . 
-AN ILLUSTIATID ltliiGAZtNI'.-
b sucdeverythirdmonthaboutthe 15th of March, June, September and 
December from the office 
J8PrescottStreet,St.Joho'I,Netdoundland. 
JOHN ). EVANS, SR., l'RDITKI. ANll PI.OPI.ti.TQil 
To whom all Communications should be addressed. 
Sub1cripllon Ralo1 1 
Single Copies,each.... .... .... ...... • •.•..•.•••.••.•. 2ocent1. 
One Yea.r,inadvance,Newfoundland ...........•..•• . •.••.. 8o " 
l'"oreii" Subscriptions (including Canada).. •. 90 " 
When writing to Advertisers kindly mentioo " Tbe Newfotmdlatfd Quarterly." 
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FURNESS RED CROSS LINE 
Weekly Fast Passenger and Freight Service between 
N EW YORK, HALIFAX, N. S ., ST. JOHN' S, NFLD. 
S.S. "Fort Amhersf" or S.S. u forf Townshend" leaves New York and Sf. John's 
every Safurday; Halilax, Monday nighf via St. Pierre; due Sf. John's Thur~day. 
Through Rates Quoted to rorts 
in West Indies, South America 
and ·Far East. 
The maintenance of a reg1.1lar 
Schedule provides Importers and 
Exporters with the most expediti· 
o1.1s means of transporting their 
goods. 
The CourteousServicewhichthe 
P.~~~enger receives throughout the 
voyage is a guarantee of a pleasant 
tnp. 
Harvey & Co., Ltd., Furness Red Cross Line, Furness, Withy & Co., Ltd., 
St. John's, N.f'., Agents. f'urnes11 Hou!ie , 34 Whitehall St., New York City, Haliia"', N.S., Agents. 
Pie r 96, North River, New York City. 
BROWNING-HARVEY 
BISCUITS 
~ 
Are never Out of Season ! 
\\'e suggest you try our I1C\\" lines 
HECLIPSE" 
ASSORTMENT. 
"KRISPS" 
Th~ handy Salted Crackers, 
and our ne\\ 
CREAM CRACKERS. 
PROUDLY MADE 
PROUDLY OWNED 
$ 
Remington 
Typewriters 
$ 
DICKS & CO., L TO., 
Phone 2700. 
When wriiing to Advertisers kindly mention "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
THE NE\\"FOCNIJLAND QU ARTERLY. 
smokers 
~numerate 
/ the qood things of life v vv 
~ WINGS ~of course, head~ 
the list~ 
The Quality Cigarette. 
Never been Sick ? 
Never had an Accident? 
Are you sure 
WINGS 
The Quality Cigarette. 
A very lucky person indeed are you if 
you have never experienced i!itber a 
disabling sickness or accident. But 
your luck will hold? 
Just stop and figure out what a di:-abling accident or illne~s would cost you in 
LOSS OF WAGES, DOCTORS' BILLS, HOSPITAL COSTS, &c. 
Let the \\'nrld\ Greate:o-t Insurance concern carry the risk for you in a 
LLOYD'S SICKNESS & ACCIDENT POLICY 
wri:~~:;m:~:~e,!o• STEERS LIMITED, 
AGENTS, UNDERWRITERS, LLOYD ' S , LONDON. 
~STRUCTURAL INSULATION~ 
STRUCTURAL STRENGTH AND INSULATION AT ONE COST 
Celotex Standard Cane Board , 
Celotex Utility Wallboard , 
Celotex Finish Plank , 
Celotex Tiled Ceiling. 
HORWOOD LUMDER CO., L TO., Distributors. 
When writin& to Adverti,ers kiRdly mention " T he Ne To fc.ur.dland Quarterly." 
